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MODELING AND CONTROL OF A FIXED WING UNMANNED AERIAL 
VEHICLE 
 
SUMMARY 
 
In this study, mathematical model of an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is obtained 
and several control techniques are applied. Quarter scale Piper J3-Cub is used as 
mechanical body which is produced from balsa. 
Control and stability coefficients of the UAV are calculated using the Matlab based 
Tornado software. Nonlinear equations of motion are obtained using Newton’s 
second law and kinematic equations. These nonlinear equations of motion are 
constructed in Simulink and then they are solved with 4th order Runge – Kutta 
method. Also a visualization environment is designed using V-Realm Builder 2.0. 
Longitudinal trim point of the UAV is calculated using Gauss – Seidel iteration 
method at a given flight condition. After that, linearization is applied at the 
calculated trim point. Nonlinear and linear UAV model responses after a doublet 
signal are compared. 
Roll, pitch and yaw displacement autopilots are designed using classical control 
theory. Root locus method is used to select controller gains for desired locations of 
the poles. 
As a modern control method, state feedback control system is described. 
Displacement autopilot poles are used as desired system poles in the state feedback 
design. Feedback gains are calculated using Brass – Gura method. The aircraft 
responses with state feedback autopilots are obtained and compared with the 
reference model. Error between the reference model and the system is evaluated. 
Model reference adaptive control system is applied as an adaptive controller. 
Lyapunov theory, controller structure and requirements for asymptotical stability are 
studied. Displacement autopilots which are designed based on Root Locus method 
are used as reference models for model reference adaptive control systems. 
Afterwards, model reference adaptive autopilots are designed and simulated in 
Simulink. System outputs, errors and variation of the controller parameters are 
evaluated. 
State feedback for output tracking based model reference adaptive control algorithm, 
which has less restrictive system – model matching conditions, is described for SISO 
and MIMO systems. Adaptive autopilots are designed for longitudinal and lateral 
motions. 
Fixed gain autopilots and adaptive autopilots are implemented on the nonlinear UAV 
model and controller performances are compared in both steady atmosphere and 
turbulent field. 
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SABİT KANATLI BİR İNSANSIZ HAVA ARACININ MODELLENMESİ VE 
KONTROLÜ 
 
ÖZET 
 
Sabit kanatlı insansız hava araçlarının ilk örnekleri Birinci Dünya Savaşı yıllarında 
geliştirilmiştir. Bu araçlar bir hava torpidosu olarak tasarlanmışlardı. Fakat 
üzerlerinde bir kontrol sistemi olmadığı için hedefi vurma oranları çok düşüktü. 1913 
yılında Lawrence Sperry, jiroskopik otomatik kararlılık cihazını geliştirmiştir ve bu 
cihaz ile hava araçları çok daha etkin bir şekilde kullanılmaya başlanmışlardır.  
1970’li yıllarda Soğuk Savaş’ın da etkisiyle kısa menzilli keşif/gözlem yapabilen 
insansız hava araçları üzerinde çalışmalar yapılmış ve uçak gövdesine yerleştirilen 
kameralar ile gerçek zamanlı görüntü aktarımı amaçlanmıştır. Uyduların ve küresel 
konumlandırma sisteminin (GPS) geliştirilmesinden sonra orta/uzun mesafeli 
insansız hava araçları üzerinde de çalışmalar başlamış ve çok daha hızlı bir veri 
transferi amaçlanmıştır. 1990’lı yıllardan itibaren ise kıtalar arası keşif/gözlem 
yapabilen insansız hava araçları tasarlanmış ve üretilmişlerdir. 
Günümüzde insansız hava araçları, üzerlerindeki sensör ve cihazlara bağlı olarak 
birçok alanda kullanılabilmektedirler. Başta askeri keşif/gözlem olmak üzere 
arama/kurtarma, tarımsal çalışmalar, doğalgaz/petrol boru hattı gözlemleri ve 
atmosferik araştırmalar insansız hava araçlarının kullanıldığı başlıca alanlardır. 
Bu tez çalışmasında sabit kanatlı bir insansız hava aracı matematiksel olarak 
modellenmiş ve bu araç için çeşitli kontrol yöntemleri kullanılarak otomatik pilot 
tasarımları yapılmıştır. Mekanik gövde olarak, içten yanmalı motor – pervane grubu 
ile tahrik edilen, balsa ağacından üretilmiş ¼ ölçekli Piper J3 Cub model uçak 
kullanılmıştır. 
İnsansız hava araçlarının tarihçesi kısaca incelendikten sonra günümüze kadar 
geliştirilen sistemler hakkında genel bilgiler verilmiştir. Bu araçların kullanım 
alanlarına değinilmiş ve üzerlerindeki alt sistemler genel hatlarıyla incelenmiştir. 
Uçağın her bir ekseni üzerinde moment oluşturan kontrol yüzeyleri tanımlanıp bu 
kontrol yüzeylerini konumlandıran servo motorlar kısaca ele alınmıştır. Servo 
motorların ana elemanları gösterilmiş ve bu motorların çalışma prensibi hakkında 
kısa bilgiler verilmiştir. Uçuş kontrol sistemlerinin geri besleme hattını oluşturan 
sensörler incelenmiş ve kullanılan fiziksel eşitliklerden bahsedilmiştir. 
İnsansız hava aracının dinamik davranışını belirleyen kontrol ve kararlılık 
katsayılarını hesaplamak için Thomas Melin tarafından 2000 yılında geliştirilen ve 
Matlab üzerinde çalışan Tornado isimli yazılım kullanılmıştır. Uçağın kanatları ve
xxviii 
 
kontrol yüzeyleri bu programda çizilmiş ve belirlenen uçuş şartlarında hesaplamalar 
yapılmıştır. Elde edilen sonuçlar kullanılarak kontrol ve kararlılık parametreleri 
hesaplanmıştır. 
Newton hareket kanunları, kinematik eşitlikler ve koordinat eşitlikleri kullanılarak on 
iki adet doğrusal olmayan hareket denklemi elde edilmiştir. Elde edilen doğrusal 
olmayan hareket denklemleri Simulink programında oluşturulmuş ve dördüncü 
dereceden Runge – Kutta metodu kullanılarak 0.01 saniye örnekleme zamanı ile bu 
eşitlikler çözülmüştür. Benzetim ortamına türbülans eklemek için Matlab-
Simulink’teki Dryden türbülans modeli kullanılmıştır. Ayrıca, sistem çıkışlarını 
görsel hale getirmek için V-Realm Builder 2.0 programından faydalanılmıştır. 
Verilen uçuş şartlarında uçağın uzunlamasına denge koşullarını hesaplamak için 
doğrusal olmayan X kuvveti, Z kuvveti ve yunuslama momenti eşitlikleri 
kullanılmıştır. Bu eşitlikler Gauss – Seidel metodu ile dört yineleme sonucunda 
çözülmüş ve uçağın uzunlamasına dengesi için gerekli olan elevatör açısı, hücum 
açısı ve itki kuvveti hesaplanmıştır. Daha sonra, doğrusal olmayan on iki adet 
hareket denklemi hesaplanan denge şartlarında, Küçük Değişimler Teoremi 
kullanılarak doğrusallaştırılmıştır. Doğrusal ve doğrusal olmayan matematik 
modellere, kontrol yüzeyi açı değişimleri giriş olarak uygulanmış ve sistem çıkışları 
karşılaştırılmıştır.  
Uçuş kontrol sistemleri günümüz uçaklarındaki en temel sistemlerden biridir. Bu 
sistemlerde uçağın açısal konumları geri beslenerek yuvarlanma, yunuslama ve 
sapma hareketleri kontrol edilir. Özellikle uzun süreli seferlerde veya türbülanslı 
ortamlarda pilotun üzerindeki yükü hafifletmek için çok önemlidirler. Referans 
sinyal sıfıra eşitlenerek uçağın açısal pozisyonları korunabilir veya referans sinyal 
sıfırdan farklı bir değere ayarlanarak uçağa manevra yaptırılabilir. 
Bu çalışmada oransal (P) denetleyici kullanılarak yuvarlanma, yunuslama ve sapma 
açısı kontrol sistemleri tasarlanmıştır. Kapalı çevrim sistemin kutuplarını arzu edilen 
bölgeye taşımak için gerekli olan denetleyici parametresi, köklerin yer eğrisi yöntemi 
kullanılarak hesaplanmıştır. Üç farklı sönüm oranı ve doğal frekans için oransal 
denetleyici parametreleri, köklerin yer eğrisi grafiklerinden okunmuştur. Her bir 
parametre için sistem çıkışı ve kontrol sinyali değişimleri incelenmiştir. 
Oransal kontrol sistemlerinin tasarımı her ne kadar kolay olsa da denetleyici 
parametresinin seçimi deneme yanılma yöntemine dayanmaktadır. Ayrıca bu 
sistemler, kontrol edilen sistem karmaşıklaştıkça, başlıca avantajları olan tasarım 
kolaylığını da kaybetmektedirler. Bu nedenlerden dolayı daha sistematik bir tasarım 
yöntemine ihtiyaç duyulmuştur. Bilgisayar teknolojisindeki gelişmeler ise ihtiyaç 
duyulan modern kontrol yöntemlerinin ortaya çıkmasına öncülük etmiştir.  
Bu çalışmada modern bir kontrol yöntemi olan durum geri beslemeli kontrol 
hakkında genel bilgiler verilmiştir. Daha önce köklerin yer eğrisi yöntemi 
kullanılarak tasarlanan kapalı çevrim sistemin kutupları, durum geri beslemeli sistem 
için referans olarak seçilmiştir. Sistemlerin kontrol edilebilirlik matrisleri 
oluşturulmuş ve kontrol edilebilirlik durumları incelenmiştir. Geri besleme 
kazançları, seçilen referans model için Brass – Gura metodu ile hesaplanmıştır. 
Durum geri beslemeli otomatik kontrol sistemi kullanılarak alınan sistem çıkışları, 
referans model çıkışları ile karşılaştırılmış ve hata hesaplanmıştır. 
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Oransal (P) ve durum geri beslemeli denetleyiciler gibi sabit katsayılı kontrol 
sistemleri, zamanla değişen veya parametre belirsizlikleri olan sistemler için yeterli 
başarımı sağlayamayabilmektedirler. İnsansız hava araçlarının dinamiği de hız, irtifa, 
ağırlık ve ağırlık merkezi konumuna göre sürekli değiştiği için sabit katsayılı 
denetleyiciler yeterli olmamaktadır. Zamanla değişen şartlarda, istenen dinamik 
başarımı sağlayabilmek için denetleyici parametrelerinin sürekli güncellenmesi 
gerekmektedir. Bu güncelleme ise temelinde Lyapunov Teorisi olan model referans 
uyarlamalı kontrol sistemi ile gerçekleştirilebilir.  
Bu çalışmada model referans uyarlamalı kontrol sistemi hakkında temel bilgiler 
verildikten sonra Lyapunov Teorisi, asimptotik kararlılık için gereken şartlar ve 
denetleyici yapısı özetlenmiştir. Köklerin yer eğrisi yöntemi ile tasarlanan kapalı 
çevrim sistemler, model referans uyarlamalı kontrol sistemi için referans model 
olarak seçilmişlerdir. Daha sonra, model referans uyarlamalı kontrol yöntemi 
kullanılarak yuvarlanma, yunuslama ve sapma hareketleri için otomatik kontrol 
sistemleri tasarlanmış ve Simulink’te benzetim çalışmaları yapılmıştır. Sistem 
çıkışları, hatalar, kontrol sinyalleri ve denetleyici parametrelerindeki değişimler 
incelenmiştir. 
Bir başka model referans uyarlamalı kontrol sistemi olan çıkış takibi için durum geri 
beslemesi yöntemi hakkında bilgi verilmiştir. Bu kontrol algoritması kullanılarak 
tek-girişli-tek-çıkışlı bir dinamik sistem olan uzunlamasına hareket için yunuslama 
açısı kontrol sistemi tasarımı yapılmıştır. Referans modelin asimptotik olarak takip 
edilebilmesi için yapılması gereken kabullerden bahsedilmiştir. Yapılan kabuller 
doğrultusunda, asimptotik takibi sağlayan denetleyici parametresi güncelleme 
kuralları oluşturulmuştur. Tasarlanan uyarlamalı yunuslama açısı kontrol sistemi 
doğrusal ve doğrusal olmayan insansız hava aracı modellerine uygulanmış ve sistem 
çıkışı, denetleyici parametrelerindeki değişim, hata ve kontrol sinyali incelenmiştir. 
Çıkış takibi için durum geri beslemesi yöntemi kullanılarak, çok-girişli-çok-çıkışlı 
bir dinamik sistem olan yanlamasına hareket için, yuvarlanma ve sapma açısı kontrol 
sistemi tasarımı yapılmıştır. Asimptotik kararlılığı sağlamak için gerekli kabuller 
yapılmış ve denetleyici parametresi güncelleme kuralları elde edilmiştir. Bu kontrol 
sistemi de doğrusal ve doğrusal olmayan insansız hava aracı modellerine uygulanmış 
ve sistem çıkışları, denetleyici parametrelerindeki değişimler, hatalar ve kontrol 
sinyalleri incelenmiştir. 
Atmosferik türbülans hakkında kısa bilgiler verildikten sonra türbülansı oluşturan 
etmenlerden ve türbülansın uçak üzerindeki etkilerinden kısaca bahsedilmiştir. 
Dryden türbülans modeli ile belirli bir irtifada oluşturulan türbülansın doğrusal ve 
açısal hızlarındaki değişim grafiklerle gösterilmiştir. 
Doğrusal olmayan insansız hava aracı matematik modeline, oransal (P) kontrol 
yöntemi kullanılarak tasarlanan sabit katsayılı otomatik pilotlar ve çıkış takibi için 
durum geri beslemesi yöntemi kullanılarak tasarlanan uyarlamalı otomatik pilotlar 
uygulanarak, türbülanslı ve türbülanssız ortamlarda benzetim çalışmaları yapılmış ve 
kontrol sistemlerinin başarımları karşılaştırılmıştır. Ayrıca çıkış takibi için durum 
geri beslemesi yöntemi kullanılarak tasarlanan uyarlamalı kontrol sistemlerinin 
denetleyici parametrelerindeki değişimler de incelenmiştir.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 A Short Overview of the Unmanned Aerial Vehicles History 
 
Ancestors of the modern unmanned aerial vehicles were started to develop in the 
World War One years. Flying torpedo idea appeared and several projects were 
designed. Aerial Target, designed by Archibald Montgomery Low in 1914, was one 
of the first projects about flying targets. But in 1917, Aerial Target had an 
unsuccessful landing and crashed [10]. 
Another flying torpedo project was Aerial Torpedo, as shown in Figure 1.1, 
developed by USA Naval. Material of this torpedo was wood and the half of the total 
weight was explosive. After the Aerial Torpedo, Kettering Bug, as shown in Figure 
1.2, was designed which was lighter than the Aerial Torpedo. Kettering Bug was 
used for the targets in 100 km range. 
 
 
Figure 1.1 : Aerial Torpedo [32]. 
 
 
Figure 1.2 : Kettering Bug [31]. 
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Destroying a target with flying torpedoes was very difficult. Also most of them were 
failed in test flights. So, remote controlled systems were started to develop. A radio 
frequency remote control system was integrated on the N9 naval aircraft is shown in 
Figure 1.3. N9 demonstrated a successful cruise flight although failed landing. In 
England, Fairey Queen and Queen Bee aircrafts were controlled with a remote 
control system. These aircrafts are shown in Figure 1.4 and Figure 1.5. 
 
 
Figure 1.3 : N9 naval aircraft [37]. 
 
 
Figure 1.4 : Fairey Queen [30]. 
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Figure 1.5 : Unmanned Queen Bee is on the catapult [33]. 
 
In 1913, Lawrence Sperry, just 19 years old, invented “Gyroscopic Automatic 
Stabilizing Device”. This device later called “Autopilot”. He integrated the autopilot 
on a C-2 Flying Boat as shown in Figure 1.6. On August 30, US Navy Pilot Lt. 
Patrick N. L. Bellinger tested the automatically controlled C-2 as a veteran.  
Bellinger took of the autopilot-equipped C-2. At desired altitude, he switched the 
autopilot device. Then removed his hands from the control stick and sat back in the 
seat. It was the first successful flight of the Sperry’s autopilot.  
 
 
Figure 1.6 : Curtiss C-2 flying boat [35]. 
 
Lavrence Sperry’s European debut was on 18 June 1914. Sperry took off his Curtiss 
C-2 flying boat with a French mechanic Emil Cachin. At adequate altitude, he 
engaged the autopilot. Then Sperry threw up his hands in the air. While he flew by 
with his hands in the air, Emil Cachin climbed out onto the wing. As Emil went out, 
the aircraft banked toward his weight, but the autopilot brought it back into the level 
flight. Sperry thought that it was not enough for the demonstration. For the third pass 
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Sperry climbed onto the left wing while Emil was on the right wing. There was 
nobody in the cockpit. The C-2 was flown only by “Gyroscopic Automatic 
Stabilizing Device”, called autopilot. Sperry’s demonstration is shown in Figure 1.7. 
 
 
Figure 1.7 : Sperry's demonstration with Emil Cachin [34]. 
 
In 1950s, fake target aircrafts were developed to mislead the radars. One of them was 
Falconer as shown in Figure 1.8 [10]. The first flight of the Falconer was in 1955 and 
built for battlefield reconnaissance. Falconer had an autopilot system and could carry 
cameras and illumination flares for night reconnaissance. But its endurance was little 
more than half an hour. 
 
 
Figure 1.8 : Falconer [30]. 
 
In 1970s, more complex unmanned aerial vehicles were designed because of the 
Cold War. One of them was Lockheed Aquila as shown in Figure 1.9. It was a short 
range UAV. Aquila was capable of flying with autopilot and transferring real time 
image to command base. Although design and producing processes were completed, 
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lots of the prototypes fell down during test flights. So, the program was concluded 
due to the limited budget. 
 
 
Figure 1.9 : Lockheed Aquila [30]. 
 
Flight range was increased as a result of developing effective flight control systems 
and low/medium range UAVs were designed. These UAVs had bidirectional data 
transferring link and automatic tracking capabilities. Scout, developed by Israel 
Aerospace Industry (IAI), was one of the first short/medium range UAVs as shown 
in Figure 1.10. It had fixed landing gear and generally operated from runways. In the 
absence of the runway, Scout was capable of taking off from a catapult. Scout was a 
reconnaissance UAV with maximum 38 kg payload, 7 hours 30 min endurance and 
4600 m service ceiling [10, 30]. 
 
 
Figure 1.10 : Scout [30]. 
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After developing the Global Positioning System (GPS) and satellite technology 
controllability of the UAV was obtained even if it was not in the eyesight. So, the 
problem about controlling the UAV, which was far away from the base, was solved. 
After that, medium/long range and long endurance UAVs were developed for 
reconnaissance and attack. General Atomics GNAT was one of the developed UAVs 
in this period as shown in Figure 1.11 [10]. GNAT was a reconnaissance and tactical 
UAV with 48 hours endurance and 7600 m service ceiling [30]. 
 
 
Figure 1.11 : General Atomics GNAT [38]. 
 
There was an obstacle for reconnaissance at high altitudes. Electro-optic and infrared 
cameras could not record image from beyond the clouds. So, UAVs had to descent 
for reconnaissance. After developing of the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) 
descending necessity for reconnaissance was disappeared. However, space and high 
payload capacity requirement emerged. UAVs had to be designed with wider wings 
to carry the payloads. Global Hawk is an example for long range/long endurance 
UAV which is equipped with several sensors, cameras and radars for reconnaissance 
and surveillance. In addition to the application in USAF, NASA prefers the Global 
Hawk for atmospheric research at high altitude [10]. The characteristic specifications 
of Global Hawk are; 22780 km range, 18.3 km maximum altitude, 32 hours 
maximum endurance and 1360 kg payload capacity [36]. It is shown in Figure 1.12. 
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Figure 1.12 : Global Hawk [36]. 
 
1.2 General Systems on the UAV and Area of Usage 
 
Today, UAVs are used for several missions. So, they have to carry different sub-
systems for a successful operation. In Figure 1.13, basic elements of a UAV are 
shown and essential systems are listed below. 
 
• Airframe: A specially designed mechanical body of the UAV 
• Propulsion System: Produces the thrust power for flight. Turbofan, turboprop 
engine system or reciprocating diesel engine - propeller assembly group can 
be used according to the size and application area. 
• Control System: Automatic pilots for attitude holding and tracking. 
• Navigation and Guidance System: Determination system of the vehicle 
velocity, position, attitude and trajectory. 
• Data Link and Storage System: Communication system for data transferring 
between UAV and ground station. 
• Ground Control Station: For remote control of the UAV and observation of 
the sub-systems. 
• Payloads: Cameras, radars, several sensors and equipments according to the 
mission. 
• Landing Gears: Optional system for landing to runway. 
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Figure 1.13 : General systems on the UAV. 
 
In recent years, UAVs are used for several application. Although the first UAVs 
were designed for wars, today they are used for unmilitary purposes as listed 
generally below. 
• Video recording in film industry 
• Agricultural purposes like observation and disinfection 
• Coast security and reconnaissance 
• Pollution observation 
• Custom and board reconnaissance 
• River reconnaissance 
• Pipeline reconnaissance and security 
• Fire detection 
• Geographical research 
• Meteorological research 
• Reconnaissance after natural disasters 
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1.3 Thesis Outline 
 
This study is composed of 8 chapters and each one is summarized as follows: 
Chapter 1 is introduction of the study. At first, historical development steps of the 
UAVs are presented. The reasons of why and how they appeared in the military area 
are and the effects of technology on designing long range and robust systems are 
summarized. Subsystems of the UAVs are listed and explained generally. As a 
conclusion of the Chapter 1; commercial, scientific and civil area of usage of the 
UAVs are stated. 
At the beginning of the Chapter 2, primary components and equipments of the small 
UAVs are presented. General information about actuators and sensors is given. 
Geometric specifications of 1/4 scale Piper J3 Cub and flight conditions are 
presented in a table. After that, stability and control coefficients, which is the most 
important data set for modeling of the UAV, are determined in Tornado software. 
After obtaining these coefficients force, moment, kinematic and coordinate equations 
are stated and nonlinear mathematical model of the UAV is constructed. With the 
help of these nonlinear equations of motion, longitudinal trim conditions are 
determined with using Gauss-Siedel method. Then, Small Disturbance Theory is 
given and linearization process of the equations of motion is applied on trim point. 
After linearization, longitudinal and lateral motions are presented in state-space form 
and transfer functions are obtained. Short period, long period, roll, spiral and dutch 
roll approximations are described and applied. In the conclusion of the Chapter 2, 
responses of the linear and nonlinear model of the UAV to a defined doublet signal 
are obtained and compared. 
In Chapter 3, roll, pitch, and yaw attitude control systems are designed based on the 
Root Locus method. Responses for different damping ratios are evaluated and 
compared. The closed loop poles of the control systems are assumed as desired poles 
for adequate dynamical responses.  
In Chapter 4, state feedback control is summarized as a modern control method. 
After that, state feedback controllers are designed for roll, pitch and yaw motion with 
using the desired poles obtained in Chapter 3. Responses of the UAV which is 
controlled with state feedback controller are evaluated and error graphs are shown. 
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In Chapter 5, Model Reference Adaptive Control method is reviewed. Firstly, 
Lyapunov Theory is summarized and requirements for the stability are evaluated. 
Then, theoretical background of obtaining primary controller structure and derivation 
of the adaptive laws are stated. For each attitude hold autopilot, model reference 
adaptive control systems are designed 
In Chapter 6, state feedback for output tracking based model reference adaptive 
control method is described. At first, a single input single output control system is 
designed for longitudinal autopilot. Control system structure and adaptive laws are 
evaluated. Responses of linear and nonlinear UAV models with longitudinal adaptive 
SISO autopilot are given. Finally, a multi input multi output (MIMO) control system 
is designed as lateral autopilot. After evaluating control system structure and 
adaptive laws, responses of linear and nonlinear UAV models with lateral adaptive 
MIMO autopilot are given. 
In Chapter 7, atmospheric turbulence is described shortly. Then, nonlinear UAV 
responses with fixed gain displacement autopilot and state feedback for output 
tracking based adaptive autopilot are given. Simulations are performed in steady 
atmosphere and turbulence separately.  
Chapter 8 summarizes the study, gives concluding remarks and recommendations for 
future works. 
1.4 Literature Survey 
 
It is necessary to develop a realistic and accurate mathematical model of the UAV  
before designing the control system. An aircraft is identified according to its 
responses after a control surface deflection. These responses are characterized by 
stability and control coefficients. It is important to know about essential coefficients 
like C for evaluating the dynamical responses and stability of the aircraft. So, 
calculating the stability and control coefficients is the first and the most critical step 
of the control system design procedure. There are several ways to obtain these 
coefficients. Wind tunnel and flight tests are the most accurate but the most 
expensive methods. The scaled model of the aircraft and a wind tunnel are necessary 
for wind tunnel tests. 
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Lots of sensors, data acquisition devices and an aircraft are needed for the flight 
tests. In addition, these methods are time consuming ways for preliminary design of 
the aircraft. After developments about computer and aerodynamic science, several 
programs are written to calculate these critical coefficients. Tornado which is written 
by Tomas Melin is one of the most popular software for this aim. This program uses 
vortex lattices method and gives adequate results for preliminary studies [13]. 
Next step is constructing the nonlinear mathematical model of the UAV after the 
calculation of the stability and control coefficients. Frederico R. Garza from George 
Washington University and Eugene A. Morelli from NASA studied about nonlinear 
mathematical model of the several aircrafts. One of the aircrafts is NASA Langley 
FASER UAV which is scaled aircraft with high-wing form [14].  
Linearization is the third step in the autopilot design. Small disturbance theory is 
used for linearization of the nonlinear mathematical equations of motion. Uğur 
Özdemir and Mehmet Kavsaoğlu studied constructing nonlinear mathematical model 
of an aircraft, linearizing the equations of motion and trim analysis at given flight 
conditions [15, 16]. 
The ancestor of the classical autopilots is Sperry’s “Gyroscopic Automatic 
Stabilizing Device”. Today, they are called as displacement autopilots. Design of 
these autopilots are easy and they are used several aircrafts nowadays. Design 
procedure of this type of autopilots is based on Root Locus technique. Roots of the 
characteristic equation are moved to a desired locations in s-plane for adequate 
damping ratio and natural frequency. Sensor gain is the parameter to obtain desired 
dynamical characteristics. If there are more than one loop in the control system, 
optimum gain can be selected after several iterations. Koray Koşar, Seher Durmaz 
and Elbrus M. Jafarov studied longitudinal displacement autopilot for Boeing 747-
400 using Root Locus method. Because of the inner loops of the control system, 
optimum gain is obtained after several trial for different damping ratio values [17]. 
In the early 1950s, there was extensive research about adaptive control of the 
aircrafts. Gain scheduling was the most popular technique for autopilots because of 
its simple structure. Several flight tests are performed with adaptive autopilot 
equipped X-15 experimental aircraft. 
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But in gain scheduling technique, almost every flight condition must be considered 
and an individual gains must be selected for each flight condition. If the aircraft flies 
in an unconsidered flight condition, a significant  decrease about controller 
performance is observed. The other adaptive controller structure is model reference 
adaptive controller (MRAC). In this method, system follows a reference model and 
the parameters of the controller are adjusted based on error signal, which is the 
difference between the outputs of the reference model and system. Kamuran 
Türkoğlu studied about model reference adaptive controller design for the UAVs. 
His thesis starts with modelling of the UAV. After that, a comparison of the MRAC 
techniques based on MIT rule and Lyapunov Theory is given. Normalization effects 
on the MIT rule are emphasizes. Also, augmented optimal LQR control system is 
designed as an optimal control method [18].  
In 2011, Jiaxing Guo, Gang Tao and Yu Liu studied about state feedback for output 
tracking based model reference adaptive control method for MIMO systems. With 
this control algorithm, the plant-model matching conditions are much less restrictive 
than state tracking while the controller has simpler structure than output feedback 
design. A stable adaptive control algorithm is constructed based on LDS 
decomposition of the high frequency gain matrix to achieve closed loop stability and 
output tracking of the plant. At the end of this study, adaptive controller is simulated 
on linear and nonlinear lateral aircraft models successfully [22]. 
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2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE UAV 
 
In this chapter nonlinear and linear mathematical model of the quarter scale Piper J3 
Cup are obtained after calculating stability coefficients. 
Mathematical modeling is the most important subject before studying flight control 
system design. Geometric parameters, flight conditions and equations of motion have 
to be considered while constructing the mathematical model. 
 
2.1 Primary Components and Equipments of the UAV 
 
2.1.1 Control surfaces 
 
If an aircraft body is to be changed from its present state, external moments and 
forces must be applied.  These required external forces and moments are produced by 
control surfaces of the aircraft. When pilot or control system sends command signal 
to the actuator, the control surface moves on its hinge axis and force and moment are 
produced according to the aerodynamics laws. There are three control surfaces on the 
conventional aircrafts as shown in Figure 2.1; 
 
 Aileron: Generates moment on the X axis and controls roll motion. 
 Elevator: Generates moment on the Y axis and controls pitch motion 
 Rudder: Generates moment on the Z and X axis and controls yaw motion 
 
 
Figure 2.1 : Control surfaces of a conventional aircraft [4]. 
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Positive deflections of the control surfaces as follows; 
 
 Positive Elevator Deflection (): Trailing edge down. 
 Positive Aileron Deflection () : Trailing edge down. Because of the 
asymmetric deflection of the right and left ailerons, total aileron deflection is 
calculated with; 
 
  = 12 	
 −  (2.1) 
 
 Positive Rudder Deflection (): Trailing edge left. 
 
2.1.2 Actuators of the control surfaces 
 
R/C servo motors are used as actuator of the control surfaces. Essential elements of 
the R/C servo motors are shown in Figure 2.2. 
 
 DC Motor 
 Drive Gears 
 Potentiometer 
 Control Circuit 
 
 
Figure 2.2 : Essential elements of the R/C servo motor [23]. 
 
Potentiometer senses position and direction of the motor shaft and sends this data to 
the controller. An error between reference and actual position is generated and then 
motor is positioned at the desired angle by the controller. There are three cables 
connected to the R/C servo motor. The black one is ground, the red one is power and 
the yellow (or white) one is signal cable. 
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R/C servo motors are controlled with PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) technique. 
Motor shaft is positioned in proportion to duty cycle of PWM signal. PWM duty 
cycles are shown in Figure 2.3. 
 
 
Figure 2.3 : PWM duty cycle and position of the servo motor [24]. 
 
2.1.3 Sensors  
 
2.1.3.1 IMU (Inertial measurement unit) 
 
IMU is an electronic sensor module which senses linear accelerations and angular 
velocities in three axes. There are two sensor triads in the IMU. The first one is linear 
accelerometer sensor triad. This group senses the linear accelerations on the aircraft 
body and produces an analog signal for each body axis. The second one is angular 
velocity sensor triad. Like the first one, this sensor group senses the angular velocity 
and produces an analog signal for each axis. The data from the sensor triads is 
collected in the IMU microprocessor and then sent to main processor unit of the 
aircraft via a serial communication protocol [27]. 
 
2.1.3.2 Barometric altimeter 
 
Altitude control system is very important for safety of the flight. This system is used 
to maintain adequate vertical spacing between aircrafts [3]. Altitude data is sensed by 
an altimeter on feedback path and fed back to the control system. Atmospheric 
pressure and temperature can be used to calculate the altitude with using the equation 
as below; 
 
 ℎ = − log   (2.2) 
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2.1.3.3 Velocity sensor 
 
The pitot static probe, as shown in Figure 2.4, can be used to determine the airspeed 
of the aircraft. We can neglect the compressibility effects of the air for low flight 
speed and incompressible form of the Bernoulli equation can be used safely. 
According to the Bernoulli equation, difference between total and static pressure is 
dynamic pressure [3].  
  =  + 12 !"# (2.3) 
 
 " = $2( − )! %& #⁄  (2.4) 
 
 
Figure 2.4 : Schematic of the pitot tube [3]. 
 
2.1.3.4 Angle of attack and angle of sideslip sensor 
 
Measuring the angle of attack and angle of sideslip is important because of the cruise 
control and stall warning system. The vane type sensors are used extensively in 
applications. Angle of attack sensor can move freely on horizontal axis and angle of 
sideslip sensor on vertical axis. The sensors are usually mounted on a nose boom or 
wing tip boom with a pitot static probe. So, influencing of the sensors due to the 
distortion of the flow field created by the aircraft, is minimized. The deflections of 
the vanes are measured by a potentiometer and analog signals are sent to the control 
system [3]. 
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2.2 Geometric Specifications and Flight Conditions 
 
In this study, quarter scale Piper J3 Cup model aircraft is used as mechanical body. 
Geometrical specifications of this aircraft are shown in Table 2.1. Initial flight 
conditions are shown in Table 2.2. 
 
Table 2.1 : Geometric specifications of the UAV. 
Wing Span 2680.5 mm ()) 0.9036 *m# 
Wing Chord 400 mm (,, 0.8196 *m# 
Fuselage Length 1727 mm (-- 1.4721 *m# 
Weight 5.5 kg ()- 0.0648 *m# 
Wing Area 1.02 m# (), 0 *m# 
Wing Profile USA35-B (,- 0 *m# ./) -500 mm   ./, 0 mm   ./- 12 mm   
 
Table 2.2: Initial conditions of the flight. 
Cruise Speed 15 m/s 
Altitude 150 m 
Air Density 1.2075 */m1 
Initial Angle of Attack 0° 
Initial Angle of Sideslip 0° 
Initial Roll Angle 0° 
Initial Pitch Angle 0° 
Initial Yaw Angle 0° 
 
2.3 UAV Axis Systems 
 
It is important to state aircraft axis systems before studying aircraft equation of 
motion. Position of the aircraft, forces and moments on the aircraft are obtained from 
these axis systems. 
 
2.3.1 Body axis system 
 
Origin of the body axis system is on the aircraft center of gravity. Positive direction 
of the X axis is out-the-nose of the aircraft along the wing chord line. Positive 
direction of the Y axis is out-the-right wing of the aircraft. Z axis is defined 
according to right hand rule and perpendicular to the X-Y plane [1]. Body axis 
system is shown in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5 : Body axis system [1]. 
 
2.3.2 Earth axis system 
 
Earth axis system, also named inertia axis system, has an origin on the aircraft center 
of gravity. Z axis points the center of the earth. X axis is defined as North and Y axis 
defined as East [1]. 
 
2.3.3 Stability axis system 
 
Origin of the stability axis system is the center of gravity. Y axis of the stability axis 
system and Y axis of the body axis system are aligned. The stability X axis points in 
the direction of the projection of the relative wind onto the X-Z plane of the aircraft 
[1]. Stability axis system is shown in Figure 2.6. Difference between X and Z axis of 
the stability axis system and X and Z axis of the body axis system is angle of attack. 
Z axis is orthogonal to X-Y plane and points the downward direction. Stability axis 
system is very useful to define the aerodynamic lift and drag forces. 
 
 
Figure 2.6 : Stability axis system [1]. 
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2.4 Stability and Control Derivatives 
 
The stability coefficients of the quarter scale Piper J3 Cup are obtained with the help 
of Tornado program. The Tornado is a software which could calculate the stability 
coefficients as reliable as other commercial software. It uses 3D vortex lattices 
method. 
 
Wing profile is loaded to the Tornado database as DAT file format before creating 
the geometry of the aircraft. Wings, ailerons, horizontal stabilizer, elevator, vertical 
stabilizer and rudder geometries are drawn in the Tornado as shown in Figure 2.7 and 
Figure 2.8. After creating the geometry, trim conditions are entered and the program 
is run. Analysis results are shown in Table 2.3, Table 2.4, Table 2.5 and Table 2.6. 
 
 
Figure 2.7 : Top view of the wings and control surfaces. 
 
 
Figure 2.8 : Views of the wings and control surfaces.
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Table 2.3 : CL, CD and CY derivatives. 
CL 
Derivatives 
 CD 
Derivatives 
 CY 
Derivatives 
 
456 5.0997 476 0.17451 486 0 
459 0 479 0 489 -0.20672 
45: 0 47: 0 48: -0.0081506 
45; 8.4995 47; 0.18849 48; 0 
45< 0 47< 0 48< 0.21791 
 
Table 2.4: Roll, pitch and yaw derivatives. 
Roll 
Derivatives 
 Pitch 
Derivatives 
 Yaw 
Derivatives 
 
4=6 0 4>6 -2.5928 4?6 0 
4=9 -0.010607 4>9 0 4?9 0.1072 
4=: -0.51262 4>: 0 4?: -0.027601 
4=; 0 4>; -17.2116 4?; 0 
4=< 0.047954 4>< 0 4?< -0.12191 
 
Table 2.5: Control derivatives. 
Elevator   Aileron   Rudder   
45@A 0.45293 48@B -0.0074256 48@< 0.15506 
47@A 0 4=@B 0.33181 4=@< 0.0029092 
4>@A -1.6473 4?@B -0.015715 4?@< -0.08854 
 
Table 2.6 : Unsteady derivatives. 4>6C  -5.983 489C  -0.08 4D6C  -2.977 4?9C  -0.293 
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2.5 Nonlinear Equations of Motion (EOM) of the UAV 
 
2.5.1 UAV force equations 
 
There are three separate forces acting on the UAV. Force equations consist of two 
part. Aircraft responses are on the left hand side of the equations and applied forces 
are on the right hand side of the equations.  According to the Newton’s second law, 
the time rate of change of linear momentum is equal to the summation of the applied 
forces acting on the aircraft center of gravity [1]: 
 
 
EF(G"H)FI JKLMKN = OH (2.5) 
 
Newton’s second law is only valid in an inertial reference frame which is fixed in 
space with no relative motion. For the purpose of the analyzing the UAV, Earth axis 
system is assumed as an inertial reference frame. Earth axis system has a small 
rotation rate when compared to the rotation rate of the UAV. 
 
Several assumptions have to be made before developing the response side of the 
force equations.  
• First Assumption: Aircraft has a rigid body. So, parts of the aircraft body are 
not moving respect to each other. 
• Second Assumption: Aircraft has a constant mass. This is reasonable over a 
relatively short duration of time [1]. 
 
After these assumptions, Newton’s second law can be written as; 
 
 
G EF("H)FI JKLMKN = GPHKLMKN = OH (2.6) 
 
 PHKLMKN = "HCQRST + UVQRST × "HQRST  (2.7) 
 
The velocity vector in the body axis system; 
 
 
"HQRST = XŶ + "[̂ + \*]  
 
(2.8) 
U, V and W are aircraft velocities in the x, y, z body axis system. 
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The aircraft angular rate in the body axis system; 
 
 UVQRST = Ŷ + ^[̂ + *]  (2.9) 
 
P, Q and R are roll, pitch and yaw rates expressed in the body axis system. 
 
 
PHKLMKN = _ XC"C\C `QRST + a
Ŷ [̂ *] ^ X " \aQRST 
 
PHKLMKN = bXC + ^\ − ""C + X − \\C + " − ^XcQRST 
 
(2.10) 
 
 
G bXC + ^\ − ""C + X − \\C + " − ^XcQRST = b
OdOTOe cQRST = OHQRST (2.11) 
 
 
GfXC + ^\ − "g = Od Gf"C + X − \g = OT Gf\C + " − ^Xg = Oe (2.12) 
 
The right hand sides of these equations consist of the applied forces acting on the 
aircraft. They consist of the gravity forces, the aerodynamic forces and the thrust 
forces [1]. 
 
 
GfXC + ^\ − "g = Ohd + Oid + Ojd Gf"C + X − \g = OhT + OiT + OjT Gf\C + " − ^Xg = Ohe + Oie + Oje (2.13) 
 
The three force equations in the body axis system are; 
 
 
GfXC + ^\ − "g = −Gklm(n) + f−opqk(r) + sklm(r)g + pqk(tj) Gf"C + X − \g = Gklm(t) cos(n) + OiT + OjT Gf\C + " − ^Xg = Gpqk(t) cos(n) + f−oklm(r) − spqk(r)g − klm(tj) (2.14) 
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Where; 
 
 Od = w−Gklm(n) − opqk(r) + sklm(r)w + pqk(tj) OT = Gklm(t) cos(n) + OiT + OjT Oe = Gpqk(t) cos(n) w−oklm(r) − spqk(r)w − klm(tj) (2.15) 
 
2.5.2 UAV moment equations 
 
According to the Newton’s second law, the time rate of change of the angular 
momentum of the aircraft is equal to the applied moment acting on the aircraft [1]. 
 
 
EFxVFI JKLMKN = yV (2.16) 
 xV is the angular momentum of the aircraft. 
 
 xV = z̅ × (G"H) (2.17) 
 
 
Figure 2.9 : Differential mass in the body axis system [1]. 
 
Elemental mass FG, as shown in Figure 2.9, is rotating about the aircraft center of 
gravity with a positive roll, pitch and yaw rates (P, Q, R). The distance from the 
center of gravity to the small mass is defined as;  
 
 z̅S| = }Ŷ + ~[̂ + *] (2.18) 
 
x, y and z are the distances in the x, y and z axes of the body axis system. 
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The velocity ("HS|) of the mass relative to the center of gravity is; 
 
 
"HS| = Fz̅S|FI QRST + UVQRST × z̅S| (2.19) 
 
Because of the assumption that the aircraft is a rigid body, z̅S| is constant. So, 
 
 
Fz̅S|FI QRST = 0 (2.20) 
 
 "HS| = UVQRST × z̅S| (2.21) 
 
 "HS| =  Ŷ [̂ *] ^ } ~   (2.22) 
 
 "HS| = (^ − ~)Ŷ + (} − )[̂ + (~ − ^})*] (2.23) 
 
Next expression is developed for the linear momentum of FG because of its rotation 
about the center of gravity. Linear momentum is found by multiplying the mass by 
the velocity [1]. 
 FG "HS| =  FG(^ − ~)Ŷ + (} − )[̂ + (~ − ^})*] (2.24) 
 
Next expression is about the angular momentum of the differential mass FG; 
 
 FxVS| = z̅S| × (FG "HS|) (2.25) 
 
 FxVS| =  Ŷ [̂ *]} ~ FG(^ − ~) FG(} − ) FG(~ − ^}) (2.26) 
 
 Fxd = (~# + #)FG − ^(}~)FG − (})FG FxT = ^(}# + #)FG − (~)FG − (}~)FG Fxe = (}# + ~#)FG − (})FG − ^(~)FG (2.27) 
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 xd =  Fxd =  (~# + #)FG − ^ (}~)FG −  (})FG 
xT =  FxT = ^ (}# + #)FG −  (~)FG −  (}~)FG 
xe =  Fxe =  (}# + ~#)FG −  (})FG − ^ (~)FG 
(2.28) 
 
The moments of inertia; 
 
 dd = (~# + #)FG 
TT = (}# + #)FG 
ee = (}# + ~#)FG 
(2.29) 
 
The moments of inertia are indications of the resistance to rotation about the relevant 
axes [1]. 
 
 dT =  }~ FG de =  } FG Te =  ~ FG 
(2.30) 
 
The products of inertia are an indication of the symmetry of the aircraft. 
 
 xd = dd − ^dT − de xT = ^TT − Te − dT xe = ee − de − ^Te (2.31) 
 
 xV =  ̅UV (2.32) 
  ̅is the aircraft inertia tensor and UV is the aircraft angular rate. 
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 ̅ = b dd −dT −de−dT TT −Te−de −Te ee cQRST (2.33) 
 
 
If the aircraft is assumed to have an } plane of symmetry, the dT and Te products 
of inertia are zero as shown in Figure 2.10. The de is not necessarily zero. Because 
the aircraft is not symmetrical from top to bottom about }~  plane and not 
symmetrical from front to rear about ~ plane [1]. 
 
 
Figure 2.10 : Aircraft products of inertia [1]. 
 
The angular momentum components of the aircraft become; 
  
 xd = dd − de xT = ^TT xe = ee − de (2.35) 
 
and 
 xVQRST = (dd − de)Ŷ + f^TTg[̂ + (ee − de)*] 
 
(2.36) 
 
 
 
xV = b dd −dT −de−dT TT −Te−de −Te ee cQRST _
^
` (2.34) 
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The final step is to take the time rate of change of the angular momentum vector with 
respect to inertial space but represented in the aircraft body axis system [1]. 
 
 EFxVFI JKLMKN = EFxVFI JQRST + UQRST × xVQRST (2.37) 
 
 EFxVFI JQRST = b
C dd − C de + Cdd − CdeC^ TT + ^CTTC ee − C de + Cee − Cde cQRST 
 
(2.38) 
 
It is assumed that the mass distribution of the aircraft is constant. So, the moments 
and products of inertia do not change with time. Cdd , CTT , Cee and Cde are zero. 
 
 EFxVFI JQRST = b
C dd − C deC^ TTC ee − C de cQRST (2.39) 
 
Finally; 
 U × xVQRST =  Ŷ [̂ *] ^ (dd − de) ^TT (ee − de)QRST 
 
          = b ^(ee − de) − ^TT(dd − de) − (ee − de)^TT − ^(dd − de) cQRST 
(2.40) 
 
 EFxVFI JKLMKN = 
C dd + ^fee − TTg − fC + ^gdeC^ TT − (ee − dd) + (# − #)deC ee + ^fTT − ddg + f^ − C gdeQRST (2.41) 
 
The three moment equations of motion in the body axis system are given below. The 
left-hand side represents the response of the aircraft and the right-hand side 
represents the applied moments. 
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C dd + ^fee − TTg − fC + ^gde = s C^ TT − (ee − dd) + (# − #)de = y C ee + ^fTT − ddg + f^ − C gde =  (2.42) 
 
The applied moments consist of the aerodynamic rolling, pitching and yawing 
moments si , yi, i and thrust rolling, pitching and yawing moments sj , yj , j. 
 
 C dd + ^fee − TTg − fC + ^gde = si + sj C^ TT − (ee − dd) + (# − #)de = yi + yj C ee + ^fTT − ddg + f^ − C gde = i + j (2.43) 
 
2.5.3 UAV kinematic equations 
 
The magnitude of three body rates must be equal to magnitude of the three Euler 
rates.  
 
 UVQRST = Ŷ + ^[̂ + *] = tHC + n̅C + HC  (2.44) 
 
Relations between angular velocities and Euler angles [1]; 
 
  = − sin(n) C + tC  ^ = sin(t) cos(n) C + cos(t) nC   = cos(t) cos(n) C − sin(t) nC  (2.45) 
 
2.5.4 Flight path coordinate equations 
 
The following three differential equations are used to determine the coordinates of 
the flight path with respect to Earth axis system [6] 
 }C = X cos(n) cos() + "(sin(t) sin(n) cos() − cos(t) sin())+ \(cos(t) sin(n) cos() + sin(t) sin()) ~C = X cos(n) sin() + "(sin(t) sin(n) sin() + cos(t) cos())+ \(cos(t) sin(n) sin() − sin(t) sin()) C = −X sin(n) + " sin(t) cos(n) + \ cos(t) cos(n) 
(2.46) 
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2.6 Aerodynamic Forces and Moments on the UAV 
 
2.6.1 Drag force 
 
Aircraft drag is expressed using aircraft drag coefficient as below; 
 
 o =  (2.47) 
  =  + r +   (2.48) 
 
2.6.2 Lift force 
 
Aircraft lift is expressed using aircraft lift coefficient as below; 
 
 s =  (2.49) 
  =  + r +   + C rC p2X +  p2X (2.50) 
 
2.6.3 Side force 
 
Aircraft side force is expressed using aircraft side force coefficient as below; 
 
 Oi = T (2.51) 
 T = T + T + T  + T  + T  ¡¢2X + T z¢2X (2.52) 
 
2.6.4 Rolling moment 
 
Aircraft rolling moment is expressed using aircraft rolling moment coefficient as 
below; 
 
 si = N¢ (2.53) 
 N = N + N + N  + N + N  ¡¢2X + N z¢2X (2.54) 
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2.6.5 Pitching moment 
 
Aircraft pitching moment is expressed using aircraft pitching moment coefficient as 
below; 
 
 yi = |p (2.55) 
 | = | + |r + |  + |C rC p2X + | p2X (2.56) 
 
2.6.6 Yawing moment 
 
Aircraft yawing moment is expressed using aircraft yawing moment coefficient as 
below; 
 i = L¢ (2.57) 
 L = L + L + L  + L  + L  ¡¢2X + L z¢2X (2.58) 
 
2.6.7 Thrust forces and moment 
 
Thrust forces and moments can be expressed as below [15]; 
 
 Oj£ = |d¤¥¦jcos (tj) Oj§ = −|d¤¥¦jsin (tj) yj = −|d¤¥¦jdT 
(2.59) 
 
2.7 Nonlinear Mathematical Model of the UAV 
 
In Sections 2.5.1, 2.5.2, 2.5.3 and 2.5.4, twelve nonlinear equations of motion are 
obtained. There are three longitudinal, three lateral, three kinematic and three 
coordinate equations. These nonlinear equations are solved using 4th Order Runge 
Kutta Method in Simulink. Before performing the Runge Kutta Method, they have to 
be reformed in a suitable form. So, XC , "C , \C , ªIp will be placed at the left hand side of 
the equations. 
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Linear accelerations; 
 
 XC = −^\ + " −  klm(n) + 1G (Oi£ + Oj£) "C = −X + \ + klm(t) cos(n) + 1G (Oi + Oj) \C = −" + ^X +  cos(t) cos(n) + 1G (Oi§ + Oj§) 
(2.60) 
 
Angular accelerations; 
 
 C = 1dd (−^fee − TTg + fC + ^gde + si + sj) C^ = 1TT ((ee − dd) − (# − #)de + yi + yj) C = 1ee (−^fTT − ddg − f^ − C gde + i + j) 
(2.61) 
 
Rates of Euler Angles; 
 
 tC =  + sin(n) C  
nC = 1cos (t) f^ − sin(t) cos(n) Cg 
C = 1cos(t) cos(n) ( + sin(t) nC) 
(2.62) 
 
Coordinate equations; 
 
 }C = X cos(n) cos() + "(sin(t) sin(n) cos() − cos(t) sin())+ \(cos(t) sin(n) cos() + sin(t) sin()) ~C = X cos(n) sin() + "(sin(t) sin(n) sin() + cos(t) cos())+ \(cos(t) sin(n) sin() − sin(t) sin()) C = −X sin(n) + " sin(t) cos(n) + \ cos(t) cos(n) 
(2.63) 
 
As shown in Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.13, nonlinear model of the UAV is developed 
in Matlab - Simulink. Each of the nonlinear equations are constructed as blocks. 
Outputs of the blocks are the derivatives of the parameters which are at the left hand 
side of the nonlinear equations. Also a visualization block which is created using V-
Realm Builder 2.0 is added to visualize motion of the aircraft. A screen capture of 
the virtual environment, is shown in Figure 2.12. 
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Figure 2.11 : Nonlinear model of the UAV. 
 
 
Figure 2.12 : A screen capture of the visualization environment. 
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Figure 2.13 : Inside of the nonlinear UAV block. 
 
2.8 Calculation of the Longitudinal Trim Conditions 
 
The longitudinal trim condition of an aircraft in cruising flight is that the overall 
pitching moment on the aircraft, so pitching moment coefficient, must be equal to 
zero. 
 
 y = 0; | = 0 (2.63) 
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[coordinates]
[euler_angles]
[beta]
[beta_dot]
[Vt_dot]
[Vt]
[R9]
[R6]
[L]
[R4]
[alpha]
[alpha_dot]
[z_E]
[y_E]
[x_E]
[psi]
[theta]
[phi ]
[R]
[del ta_T]
Goto3
[Q]
[P]
[W]
[V]
[U]
[z_E_dot]
[y_E_dot]
[x_E_dot]
[psi_dot]
[theta_dot]
[delta_r]
Goto2
[phi_dot]
[R_dot]
[Q_dot]
[P_dot]
[W_dot]
[V_dot]
[U_dot]
[mT_b]
[FT_z_b]
[FT_x_b]
[delta_e]
Goto1
[delta_a]
Goto
-1
[Vt]
[W_dot]
[V_dot]
[U_dot]
[W]
[V]
[U]
[phi]
[theta]
[W_dot]
[del ta_T]
From9
[W]
[U_dot]
[U]
[theta]
[phi ]
[W]
[V]
[U]
[psi ]
[theta]
[del ta_r]
From8
[phi ]
[W]
[V]
[U]
[psi ]
[theta]
[phi ]
[W]
[V]
[U]
[delta_a]
From7
[Q]
[R]
[n_T]
[R9]
[n_A]
[P]
[phi ]
[Q]
[R9]
[theta]
[del ta_e]
From6
[P]
[Q]
[R4]
[R6]
[R]
[l_T]
[l_A]
[m _T_b]
[m_A]
[R]
[del ta_r]
From5
[P]
[P]
[R6]
[Q]
[R]
[R]
[R4]
[FT_z_b]
[L]
[D]
[del ta_a]
From4
[alpha]
[phi ]
[theta]
[U]
[Q]
[V]
[P]
[phi ]
[theta]
[W]
[delta_r]
From3
[P]
[U]
[R]
[beta]
[alpha]
[beta]
[beta]
[alpha]
From22
[alpha]
From21
[Q]
[del ta_a]
From2
[W]
[R]
[V]
[theta]
[alpha]
[FT_y_b]
[rg]
[qg]
[pg]
[wg]
[vg]
[ug]
[FA_y]
[z_E_dot]
[y_E_dot]
[x_E_dot]
[W]
[V]
[U]
[al titude]
[psi]
[theta]
[phi ]
[FT_x_b]
[euler_angles]
[coordinates]
[euler_angles]
[R]
From 116
[P]
From 115
[Q]
From114
[R]
From113
[P]
From112
[R]
From111
[Q]
From110
[L]
[P]
From109
[U]
From 108
[U]
From107
[U]
From106
[U]
From105
[U]
From104
[U]
From103
[V_dot]
[V]
[Vt_dot]
[D]
[del ta_e]
From1
[del ta_e]
From
F_Ay
FT_z_b
FT_x_b
alpha
delta_e
U
D
Drag Force
D
alt
Constant1
U_0
Beta1
Alpha1
U
V
W
Airspeed
Airspeed
alpha
delta_e
U
q
m_A
Aerodynamic Pi tch
Mom ents
beta
delta_a
delta_r
U
p
r
n_A
Aerodynamic
Yaw Mom ent
beta
delta_a
delta_r
U
p
r
F_Ay
Aerodynamic
Side Force
beta
delta_a
delta_r
U
p
r
l_A
Aerodynamic
Rol l Mom ent
4
Thrust
3
Rudder
2
Elevator
1
Ai leron
euler
coordinates
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In longitudinal motion, there are three differential equations that represent the 
motions of the aircraft. These are x force equation, z force equation and pitching 
moment equation. 
X force equation; 
 
 XC = −^\ + " −  klm(n) + 1G f−opqk(r) + sklm(r) + pqk(tj)g (2.64) 
 
Z force equation; 
 
 \C = −" + ^X +  cos(t) cos(n) + 1G f−oklm(r) − sklm(r) + klm(tj)g (2.65) 
 
Pitching moment equation; 
 
 C^ = 1TT ((ee − dd) − (# − #)de + yi + yj) (2.66) 
 
For a steady horizontal flight following assumptions are made; 
 
 n = r XC , \C , C^ , , , t, ¬ = 0 (2.67) 
 
So, we obtain; 
 
 0 = G klm(P)w−opqk(r) + sklm(r) + pqk(tj)w 0 = G cos(r) w−oklm(r) − sklm(r) + klm(tj)w 0 = wyi + yj w (2.68) 
 
After substituting aerodynamic force and moment equations into the longitudinal 
motion equations, following equations are obtained; 
X force equation; 
 
 0 = G klm(P) w− 	 + r +     pqk(r)+ 	 + r +     klm(r)+ w|d¤¥ ¦ j w pqk(tj)w 
(2.69) 
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Z force equation; 
 
 0 = G cos(r) w− 	 + r +      klm(r)− 	 + r +      klm(r)+ |d¤¥ ¦ j klm(tj)w 
(2.70) 
 
Pitching moment equation; 
 
 0 = 	| + |r + |   p − |d¤¥ ¦ j F (2.71) 
 
j is obtained from X force equation; 
 
 
j
= wGklm(r) + 	 + r +     pqk(r) − 	 + r +     klm(r)ww|d¤¥ ¦w pqk(tj)  (2.72) 
 
r is obtained from Z force equation; 
 
 
r = wG cos(r) − 	 +      klm(r) − |d¤¥ ¦ j klm(tj)wf sin(r) +  cos(r)g  (2.73) 
 
 is obtained from pitching moment equation; 
 
  = |d¤¥ ¦ j F − 	| + |r + |    p|   p  (2.74) 
 
Equations 2.72, 2.73, 2.74 are solved by using Gauss – Siedel method. Algorithm is 
written in “uav_trim.m” file. Results are shown in Table 2.7. 
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Table 2.7 : UAV trim point for ­®=15 m/s, h=150 m  and m=5.5 kg. 
Trimmed @¯: 0.0142 
Trimmed @A : 0.0164 degree 
Trimmed 6: -0.1315 degree 
Lift Force: 53.9159 N 
Drag Force: 2.6878 N 
Thrust Force: 2.6903 N 
Pitching Moment Coefficient: 0.0016 
Pitching Moment: 0.0879 Nm 
 
As shown in Table 2.7, lift force is almost equal to UAV mass and drag force is 
almost equal to thrust force in trim conditions. Also pitching moment coefficient is 
almost zero. As a conclusion of the trimming analysis, linearization can be 
performed at this trim point. 
 
2.9 Linearization of the Nonlinear EOMs at the Trim Conditions 
In Section 2.8, trim point of the aircraft is calculated. At this point adequate forces 
and moment are produced for longitudinal stability. So, we can use the stability and 
control derivatives, presented in Section 2.4, for 15 m/s forward velocity, 150 m 
altitude, 5.5 kg UAV mass and almost zero angle of attack angle and angle of 
sideslip angle. 
The nonlinear equations developed in Section 2.6 can be linearized at this trim point 
using Small Disturbance Theory. At first, it is assumed that motion of the aircraft 
consist of small deviations about a steady flight conditions [3]. This theory cannot be 
used for large deviations such as stalled or spinning flight. 
All of the variables in nonlinear equations are replaced by reference value plus a 
perturbation or disturbance [3]. 
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° = ° + ∆° 
² = ² + ∆² 
³ = ³ + ∆³ 
¡ = ¡ + ∆¡ 
 =  + ∆ 
z = z + ∆z 
´ = ´ + ∆´ 
µ = µ + ∆µ 
¶ = ¶ + ∆¶ 
y = y + ∆y 
 =  + ∆ 
s = s + ∆s 
 =  + ∆
 
The propulsive force remains constant and the reference flight condition is 
symmetric. This implies that [3]; 
 
 ² = ¡ =  = z = t =  = ³ = 0 (2.75) 
 
The equations of motion can be simplified by using small disturbance theory. As an 
example, linearized X force equation will be obtained. The same way is used to 
obtain linearized form of the other equations of motion. 
 
 ´ − Gklm(n) = GfXC + ^\ − "g (2.76) 
 
 ´ + Δ´ − G  sin(n + Δn) = G ¸ SSM (° + Δ°) + ( + Δ)(³ + Δ³) −(z + Δz)(² + Δ²)¹ (2.77) 
 
If we neglect products of the disturbance, X equation becomes; 
 
 ´ + Δ´ − G  sin(n + Δn) = G Δ°C  (2.78) 
 
By applying the following trigonometric identity for sinus as below; 
 
 sin(n + Δn) = sin(n) cos(ºn) + cos(n) sin(ºn)= sin(n) + Δn cos(n) (2.79) 
 
Therefore; 
 
 ´ + Δ´ − G (sin(n) + Δn cos(n)) = G Δ°C  (2.80) 
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If all the disturbances are equal to zero, reference flight condition is obtained [3]; 
 
 ´ − G  sin(n) = 0 (2.81) 
 
So, X force equation is reduced to; 
 
 Δ´ − G  Δn cos(n) = G Δ°C  (2.82) 
 
Assume that Δ´  is a function only of °, ³,  , j , then Δ´  can be expressed by 
means of a Taylor series in terms of perturbation variables. 
 
 Δ´ = »´»°  Δ° + »´»³  Δ³ + »´»  Δ + »´»j  Δj (2.83) 
 ¼½¼¾ , ¼½¼¿ , ¼½¼À , ¼½¼ÀÁ are called stability derivatives that are evaluated at the reference 
flight condition. 
Substituting the expression for Δ´ into the force equation yields; 
 
 
»´»°  Δ° + »´»³  Δ³ + »´»  Δ + »´»j  Δj − G  Δn cos(n) = G Δ°C  (2.84) 
 
 G  FFI − »´»° Δ° − »´»³  Δ³ + G  Δn cos(n) = »´»  Δ + »´»j  Δj (2.85) 
 
Dividing through by the mass m; 
 
  FFI − ´¾ Δ° − ´¿Δ³ +  Δn cos(n) = ´ÀΔ + ´ÀÁ Δj (2.86) 
 
where; 
 
 ´¾ = 	»´»°G  (2.87) 
 
 ´¿ = 	»´»³G  (2.88) 
 
 
Other aerodynamic forces and moments can be presented as functions of motion 
variables ∆°, ∆³, etc. 
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Δ´ = »´»°  Δ° + »´»³  Δ³ + »´»  Δ + »´»j  Δj 
Δµ = »µ»²  Δ² + »µ»¡  Δ¡ + »µ»z  Δz + »µ»  Δ + »µ»  Δ 
Δ¶ = »¶»°  Δ° + »¶»³  Δ³ + »¶»³C  Δ³C + »¶»  Δ + »¶»  Δ + »¶»j  Δj 
Δs = »s»²  Δ² + »s»¡  Δ¡ + »s»z  Δz + »s»  Δ + »s»  Δ 
Δy = »y»°  Δ° + »y»³  Δ³ + »y»³C  Δ³C + »y»  Δ + »y»  Δ + »y»j  Δj 
Δ = »»²  Δ² + »»¡  Δ¡ + »»z  Δz + »»  Δ + »»  Δ 
(2.89) 
 
So, the linearized equations of motion are as below; 
Longitudinal equations of motion; 
 
  FFI − ´¾ Δ° − ´¿Δ³ +  Δn cos(n) = ´ÀΔ + ´ÀÁ Δj (2.90) 
 
 −¶¾∆° + (1 − ¶¿C ) FFI − ¶¿ ∆³ − f° + ¶Âg FFI −  sin(n) Δn= ¶ÀΔ + ¶ÀÁ Δj (2.91) 
 
 −y¾Δ° − y¿C FFI + y¿ Δ³ + $ F#FI# − yÂ FFI% Δn = yÀΔ + yÀÁ  Δj (2.92) 
 
Lateral equations of motion; 
  FFI − µÃ Δ² − µÄΔ¡ + (° − µ)Δz −  Δt cos(n) = µÀΔ (2.93) 
 
 −sÃΔ² +  FFI − sÄ Δ¡ − Tedd  FFI + s Δz = sÀΔ + sÀΔ (2.94) 
 
 −ÃΔ² +  FFI −  Δz − deee  FFI + Ä Δ¡ = ÀΔ + ÀΔ (2.95) 
 
As conclusion, longitudinal and lateral stability parameters are shown in Table 2.8 
and Table 2.9. 
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Table 2.8 : Longitudinal stability parameters. 
ÅÆ = −f47Æ + Ç47®gÈÉ>Æ®  (ÊËÌ) ¶Â = Í ^p2XG (G/k) 
ÅÎ = −f476 − 45®gÈÉ>Æ®  (ÊËÌ) ¶À = −Í ^G  (G k#⁄ ) 
DÆ = −f45Æ + Ç45®gÈÉ>Æ®  (ÊËÌ) y¾ = |Ï ^pXTT  (1 G. k⁄ ) 
DÎ = −f456 + 47®gÈÉ>Æ®  (ÊËÌ) y¿ = | ^pXTT  (1 G. k⁄ ) 
DÎC = 4D6C ÑÈÉÇÆ® y¿C = |C p2X ^pXTT  (1 G⁄ ) D6 = Æ®DÎ   (> ÊÇ) ⁄  yÒ = Xy¿ (kË#) D6C = Æ®DÎC   (> Ê) ⁄  yÒC = Xy¿C  (kË&) 
Ó; = 4>; ÑÇ­® ÈÉÑÔÕÕ  (ÊËÌ) yÀ = | ^pTT  (kË#) 
 
 
 
Table 2.9 : Lateral stability parameters. 
89 = ÈÉ4Õ9>  (> ÊÇ⁄ )  = ^¢#L2ddX  (kË&) 
8: = ÈÉÖ4Õ:Ç>­®  (> Ê⁄ ) µÀ = ^TG  (G k#⁄ ) 
8< = ÈÉÖ4Õ<Ç>­®  (> Ê⁄ ) À = ^¢Lee  (kË#) 
8@B = ÈÉ4Õ@B>  (> ÊÇ⁄ ) sÀ = ^¢Ndd  (kË#) 
×@B = ÈÉÖ4?@BÔØØ  (ÊËÇ) sÙ = ^¢Ndd  (kË#) 
5@B = ÈÉÖ4=@BÔÚÚ  (ÊËÇ) sÄ = ^¢#N 2ddX  (kË&) 
×9 = ÈÉÖ4?9ÔØØ  (ÊËÇ) s = ^¢#N2ddX  (kË&) 
×: = ÈÉÖÇ4?:ÇÔÚÚ­®  (ÊËÌ)  
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2.9.1 Linear longitudinal model of the UAV 
 
If ¶Â  and ¶¿C  are neglected because of their very little contribution to aircraft 
response, state-space representation of the aircraft longitudinal equations of motion 
yields; 
 }C = Û} + Ü° ~ = } + o° (2.96) 
 
 
∆°C∆³C∆C∆nC  = 
´¾ ´¿ 0 −¶¾ ¶¿ X 0y¾ + y¿C ¶¾ y¿ + y¿C ¶¿ yÂ + y¿C X 00 0 1 0  
∆°∆³∆∆n
+ ÝÞÞ
ß ´À ´ÀÁ¶À ¶ÀÁyÀ + y¿C ¶À yÀÁ + y¿C ¶ÀÁ0 0 àá
áâ ∆∆j 
(2.97) 
 
 
ÛNRLã = −0.06729 1.052 0 −9.806−1.346 −8.613 15 00.4848 −8.606 −20.95 00 0 1 0  
ÜNRLã =  0 3.6−11.43 0−107.5 00 0  
NRLã = 1 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 1 
oNRLã = 0 00 00 00 0 
(2.98) 
 
Transfer functions for elevator input; 
 
F°(k)(k) = −12.03k# − 894.4k + 8112kë + 29.63k1 + 312.9k# + 47.6k + 154.5 (2.99) 
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F³(k)(k) = −11.43k1 − 1852k# − 124.6k − 1473kë + 29.63k1 + 312.9k# + 47.6k + 154.5 (2.100) 
 
 
F(k)(k) = −107.5k1 − 834.5k# − 213.7kkë + 29.63k1 + 312.9k# + 47.6k + 154.5 (2.101) 
 
 Fn(k)(k) = −107.5k# − 834.5k − 213.7kë + 29.63k1 + 312.9k# + 47.6k + 154.5 (2.102) 
 
Pole distribution of the longitudinal characteristic equation is shown in Figure 2.14. 
 
Figure 2.14: Pole distribution of the longitudinal motion. 
 
2.9.2 Linear longitudinal model approximations 
 
2.9.2.1 Long period (Phugoid) mode approximation 
In long period mode, deviations in pitch attitude, altitude and velocity occur at a 
nearly constant angle of attack. Pitching moment equation is neglected and change in 
angle of attack is assumed nearly zero [3]. 
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 ∆r = ∆³X  (2.103) 
 
 ∆r = 0 → ∆³ = 0 (2.104) 
 
After these assumptions, the homogeneous longitudinal state space representation of 
the phugoid mode is; 
 ¸∆°C∆nC¹ = b ´¾ −−¶¾X 0 c ¸∆°∆n¹ (2.105) 
 
 ÛNRLã  = ¸−0.06729 −9.8060.08972 0 ¹ ÜNRLã  = ¸ 0 3.60.762 0 ¹ NRLã  = ¸1 00 1¹ oNRLã  = ¸0 00 0¹ 
(2.106) 
 
Phugoid mode poles: 
−0.0531 ± 0.705l  
UL = 0.7068 zPF k⁄   î = 0.0751  
 
F°(k)(k)Ä = −7.472k# + 0.06729k + 0.8798 (2.107) 
 
 Fn(k)(k)Ä = 0.762k + 0.05128k# + 0.06729k + 0.8798 (2.108) 
 
The ratio of the drag to the lift effects the damping of the Phugoid mode. In a straight 
and level flight, lift force is constant and equal to weight of the UAV. Under these 
conditions, the damping ratio of the Phugoid mode is proportional to the total drag 
force. When the airspeed increases, the total drag force will increase and the phugoid 
mode damping ratio will increase too. Similarly, if the altitude increases at constant 
airspeed, the phugoid mode damping ratio will decrease because of the decreasing in 
drag force resulting from the lower air density at the higher altitude.  
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The phugoid mode approximation does not represent the long period oscillation 
accurately. The magnitude of the oscillations are smaller than those obtained from 
complete aircraft linear longitudinal model. Also 180˚ phase shift is observed. Thus, 
the Phugoid approximation is not satisfactory for simulation and control purposes 
[2]. 
 
2.9.2.2 Short period mode approximation 
 
After assuming ∆° = 0 and dropping the X force equation, state-space representation 
of the equations of motion is obtained as below; 
 
 
_∆rC∆C∆nC ` = ÝÞ
ÞÞ
ß ¶ÒX 1 0yÒ + yÒC ¶ÒX yÂ + yÒC 00 1 0àá
áá
â _∆r∆∆n` (2.109) 
 
 ÛNRLãï  = _−8.613 1 0−129.1 −20.95 00 1 0` 
ÜNRLãï  = _−0.762−107.50 ` 
NRLãï  = _1 0 00 1 00 0 1` 
oNRLãï  = _000` 
(2.110) 
 
Short period mode poles; 
k&,# = −14.8 ± 9.56l  UL = 17.5864 zPF k⁄   î = 0.8393  
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Short period mode transfer functions; 
 
 Fr(k)(k) ðÄ = −0.762(k + 161.94)k# + 29.56k + 309.5 (2.111) 
 
 F(k)(k)ðÄ = −107.5(k + 7.695)k# + 29.56k + 309.5 (2.112) 
 
 
Fn(k)(k)ðÄ = −107.5(k + 7.695)k(k# + 29.56k + 309.5) (2.113) 
 
For the constant altitude, the natural frequency of the short period mode oscillation is 
proportional to forward speed while damping ratio is constant. However, the 
damping ratio and natural frequency of the oscillation are proportional to ñ! and 
decreases as altitude increases. The frequency of oscillation and damping ratio are of 
primary interest in short period motion analysis. So, the short period approximation 
can be used in the study of the longitudinal autopilots [2]. 
  
2.9.3 Linear lateral model of the UAV 
 
Linear lateral-directional equations of motion consist of the side force, rolling 
moment and yawing moment. The set of lateral equations of motion; 
  FFI − µÃ Δ² − µÄΔ¡ + (° − µ)Δz −  Δt cos(n)= µÀΔ (2.114) 
 
 −sÃΔ² +  FFI − sÄ Δ¡ − Tedd  FFI + s Δz = sÀΔ + sÀΔ (2.115) 
 
 −ÃΔ² +  FFI −  Δz − deee  FFI + Ä Δ¡ = ÀΔ + ÀΔ (2.116) 
 
These equations can be written in state variable form; 
 }C = Û} + Ü° ~ = } + o° (2.117) 
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Assumptions are;  
 de ≅ 0 (2.118) 
 
 ∆ ≅ IPmË& ∆²X = ∆²X  (2.119) 
 
Lateral-directional model of the UAV in state-space form can be written as below; 
 
 
ÝÞÞ
ß∆C∆¡C∆zC∆tC àáá
â =
ÝÞ
ÞÞ
ßµÙX µÄX − 1 − µX  cos(n)XsÙ sÄ s 0Ù Ä  00 1 0 0 àá
áá
â ΔΔ¡ΔzΔt + ÝÞ
ÞÞ
ß 0 µÀXsÀ sÀÀ À0 0 àá
áá
â ΔΔ  (2.120) 
 
 
ÛNM = −0.3478 −0.001225 −0.9673 0.6537−4.366 −18.85 1.736 027.09 −0.623 −2.752 00 1 0 0  
ÜNM =  0 0.2609136.6 1.198−3.971 −22.370 0  
NM = 1 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 1 
oNM = 0 00 00 00 0 
(2.121) 
 
Roots of the lateral-directional motion; 
 Roll mode: −18.8093 
 Spiral mode: 0.0448 
 Dutch Roll Mode:    −1.5930 ± 5.0202l 
     UL = 5.27 zPF/k  
     îS = 0.302  
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Transfer functions for aileron input; 
 
 
F(k)(k) = 3.673k# + 243.6k + 241.1kë + 21.95k1 + 86.68k# + 517.8k − 23.37 (2.122) 
 
 F¡(k)(k) = 136.6k1 + 416.4k# + 3690kkë + 21.95k1 + 86.68k# + 517.8k − 23.37 (2.123) 
 
 Fz(k)(k) = −3.971k1 − 161.3k# − 60.14k + 2407kë + 21.95k1 + 86.68k# + 517.8k − 23.37 (2.124) 
 
 Ft(k)(k) = 136.6k# + 416.4k + 3690kë + 21.95k1 + 86.68k# + 517.8k − 23.37 (2.125) 
 
Transfer functions for rudder input 
 
 
F(k)(k) = 0.2609k1 + 27.27k# + 423.3k − 23.64kë + 21.95k1 + 86.68k# + 517.8k − 23.37 (2.126) 
 
 
F¡(k)(k) = 1.198k1 − 36.88k# − 66.36kkë + 21.95k1 + 86.68k# + 517.8k − 23.37 (2.127) 
 
 Fz(k)(k) = −22.37k1 − 423.2k# − 12.94k − 42.65kë + 21.95k1 + 86.68k# + 517.8k − 23.37 (2.128) 
 
 
Ft(k)(k) = 1.198k# − 36.88k − 66.36kë + 21.95k1 + 86.68k# + 517.8k − 23.37 (2.129) 
 
Pole distribution of the lateral motion characteristic equation is as shown in Figure 
2.15. 
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Figure 2.15: Pole distribution of the lateral motion. 
 
Characteristic equation of the lateral-directional motion of the aircraft composed of 
two real roots and a pair of complex conjugate roots. These roots represent lateral 
dynamics of the aircraft. Lateral modes are described as  shown below [3]. 
 A slowly converged or diverged motion, called spiral mode. 
 A highly converged motion, called roll mode. 
 A lightly damped oscillatory motion having a low frequency, called dutch-roll 
mode. 
 
2.9.4 Linear lateral model approximations 
 
2.9.4.1 Spiral mode approximation 
Spiral mode is a first order response and it involves a relatively slow roll and yaw 
motion. The spiral mode may be stable or unstable according to the aerodynamic 
specifications of the aircraft. 
The quarter scale Piper J3 Cub has an unstable spiral mode pole. So, after the spiral 
mode is initiated by a displacement in roll angle, a descending turn with increasing 
roll angle will appear.  
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The primarily variables during the spiral motion are t and , while  remains close 
to zero. A high degree of lateral stability (N) will tend to make the spiral motion 
stable. But, a high degree of directional stability (L) will tend to make the spiral 
motion unstable [1]. 
Time to double amplitude for unstable spiral motion of UAV can be calculated as 
below.  
 # = ln 2°mkIP¢óª zqqI = 0.6930.0448 = 15.47 kªp (2.130) 
 
2.9.4.2 Roll mode approximation 
The roll mode has a real root on the left hand plane. A first order response that 
involves almost a pure rolling motion about the x stability axis is observed. The roll 
motion is usually stable at low and moderate angles of attack but it may be unstable 
at high angles of attack. The roll mode can be excited by an atmospheric disturbance 
or an aileron input. If a step aileron input is applied to aircraft, an exponential rise in 
roll rate is observed until a steady state value is achieved [1]. This motion can be 
approximated by a single degree of freedom rolling motion.  
Roll equation of motion for pure rolling motion; 
 F¡C − sÄF¡ = sÀ F (2.131) 
 
Transfer function can be obtained by taking the Laplace transform; 
 fk − sÄgF¡(k) = sÀF(k) (2.132) 
 
 F¡(k)(k) =  sÀk − sÄ = 136.6k + 18.85 (2.133) 
 
 
 
F¡ = FtC  
d¡(k) = kdt(k) (2.134) 
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Ft(k)(k) = 136.6k(k + 18.85) (2.135) 
 
The roll damping stability parameter sÄ is a function of the roll damping coefficient N  . Higher roll damping means smaller roll mode time constant. More damping 
would lead to a lower steady state value of the roll rate. The magnitude of roll 
damping sÄ depends on the size of the wing and tail surfaces [1]. 
 
2.9.4.3 Dutch roll mode approximation 
The dutch roll mode is a second order response characterized by oscillations in the 
three lateral directional motion variables , t and . The dutch roll usually begins 
with a sideslip perturbation followed by oscillations in roll and yaw. As the 
magnitude of N  becomes larger, more roll coupling is present during dutch roll 
oscillations and the dutch roll characteristics typically become more objectionable.   
We assume that, dutch roll motion primarily consist of sideslip and yawing motion. 
So we can neglect rolling moment equation. USAF Test Pilot School uses this 
approximation [1]. With these assumptions a two degree-of-freedom dutch roll 
motion can be expressed as below.  
 
 ΔCΔzC  = b
µÙX − 1 − µXÙ  c ¸ΔΔz¹ + b
µÀXÀc ôΔõ (2.136) 
 
 
ÛNM = ¸−0.3478 −0.967327.09 −2.752 ¹ 
ÜNM = ¸0.2609−22.37¹ 
NM = ¸1 00 1¹ 
oNM = ¸00¹ 
(2.137) 
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Dutch-roll mode transfer functions for rudder input; 
 F(k)(k) S = 0.2609k + 22.36k# + 3.1k + 27.16 (2.138) 
 
 
Fz(k)(k)S = −22.37k − 0.7144k# + 3.1k + 27.16  (2.139) 
 
2.10 Uncontrolled UAV Responses for the Doublet Input 
 
In this section, uncontrolled responses of the linear and nonlinear UAV models are 
compared. ± 3 degree doublet excitation signal, as shown in Figure 2.16, is applied to 
the UAV models. 
 
 
Figure 2.16 : Excitation signal. 
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2.10.1 Longitudinal responses for elevator input 
 
After the doublet elevator input, pitch angle variation of the nonlinear and linear 
UAV models are shown in Figure 2.17. 
 
 
Figure 2.17 : Variation of pitch angle after elevator input. 
 
After the doublet elevator input, pitch rate variation of the nonlinear and linear UAV 
models are shown in Figure 2.18. 
 
 
Figure 2.18 : Variation of pitch rate after elevator input. 
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After the doublet elevator input, angle of attack variation of the nonlinear and linear 
UAV models are shown in Figure 2.19. 
 
 
Figure 2.19 : Variation of angle of attack after elevator input. 
 
2.10.2 Lateral responses for aileron input 
 
After the doublet aileron input, angle of sideslip variation of the nonlinear and linear 
UAV models are shown in Figure 2.20. 
 
 
Figure 2.20 : Variation of angle of sideslip after aileron input. 
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After the doublet aileron input, roll rate variation of the nonlinear and linear UAV 
models are shown in Figure 2.21. 
 
 
Figure 2.21 : Variation of roll rate after aileron input. 
 
After the doublet aileron input, yaw rate variation of the nonlinear and linear UAV 
models are shown in Figure 2.22. 
 
 
Figure 2.22: Variation of yaw rate after aileron input. 
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After the doublet aileron input, roll angle variation of the nonlinear and linear UAV 
models are shown in Figure 2.23. 
 
 
Figure 2.23 : Variation of roll angle after aileron input. 
 
2.10.3 Lateral responses for rudder input 
 
After the doublet rudder input, angle of sideslip variation of the nonlinear and linear 
UAV models are shown in Figure 2.24. 
 
 
Figure 2.24 : Variation of angle of sideslip after rudder input. 
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After the doublet rudder input, roll rate variation of the nonlinear and linear UAV 
models are shown in Figure 2.25. 
 
 
Figure 2.25 : Variation of roll rate after rudder input. 
 
After the doublet rudder input, yaw rate variation of the nonlinear and linear UAV 
models are shown in Figure 2.26. 
 
 
Figure 2.26 : Variation of yaw rate after rudder input. 
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After the doublet rudder input, roll angle variation of the nonlinear and linear UAV 
models are shown in Figure 2.27. 
 
 
Figure 2.27 : Variation of roll angle after rudder input. 
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3. DISPLACEMENT AUTOPILOTS 
 
Displacement autopilot is one of the earliest automatic control systems. Angular 
orientations of the aircraft are used in control algorithm. So, three vertical gyros are 
needed to sense angular attitude of the aircraft in x, y and z axis. 
 
3.1 Pitch Displacement Autopilot 
 
In pitch displacement autopilot, pitch angle is sensed by a gyro and fed back to 
comparator. After comparing the desired signal and feedback signal, error signal is 
created and fed to controller. Error signal is amplified proportional to the controller 
gain. After that, amplified signal is fed to servo motor and the servo motor produces 
elevator displacement. The pitch displacement autopilot block diagram is shown in 
Figure 3.1. 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Pitch displacement autopilot block diagram. 
 
Short period mode  ⁄  transfer function; 
 
 ()
()
=
−107.5( + 7.695)
( + 29.56 + 309.5)
 
(3.1) 
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According to the root locus graph in Figure 3.2, three different controller gains are 
selected for different short period damping ratio as below; 
 Point 1:  = 1;  = 15.4  ⁄ ;   = 0.659  
 Point 2:  = 3.05;  = 16.8  ⁄ ;   = 0.346  
 Point 3:  = 4.5;  = 18.5  ⁄ ;   = 0.228  
 
Figure 3.2 : Root locus of the pitch displacement autopilot. 
  
Pitch responses for selected controller gains are as shown in Figure 3.3. In Figure 
3.4, pitch autopilot control signals are shown for these gains. 
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Figure 3.3 : UAV responses for different pitch displacement autopilot gains. 
 
 
Figure 3.4 : Control signals for different pitch displacement autopilot gains. 
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3.2 Roll Displacement Autopilot 
 
Roll displacement autopilot is used for automatic control of the roll motion. This 
autopilot is called wing leveler, when reference roll angle is zero. The Roll 
displacement autopilot is composed of aileron actuator, vertical gyro and comparator. 
The block diagram of the roll displacement autopilot is shown in Figure 3.5. 
 
 
Figure 3.5 : Roll displacement autopilot block diagram. 
 
Roll mode transfer function "() #()⁄ ; 
 
 
"()
#()
=
136.6
( + 18.85)
 
(3.2) 
 
 
Figure 3.6 : Root locus graph of the roll displacement autopilot. 
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According to the root locus graph of the roll control system in Figure 3.6, three 
different controller gains are selected for three different roll mode damping ratios. 
 Point 1:  = 1.28;  = 10.7  ⁄ ;   = 0.404  
 Point 2:  = 0.648;  = 7.98  ⁄ ;   = 0.707  
 Point 3:  = 0.46;  = 6.79  ⁄ ;   = 0.903  
 
Roll responses for selected controller gains are as shown in Figure 3.7. In Figure 3.8, 
roll autopilot control signals are shown for these gains. 
 
 
Figure 3.7 : UAV responses for different roll displacement autopilot gains. 
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Figure 3.8 : Control signals for different roll displacement autopilot gains. 
 
3.3 Yaw Displacement Autopilot 
 
Heading angle corrections are usually made by banking motion. Therefore, an inner 
loop bank angle hold system is used. So, yaw displacement autopilot system consists 
of yaw angle gyro, bank angle gyro, two comparators and two amplifiers. 
Before designing yaw control system, Laplace relationship between bank angle and 
heading angle is needed. From level turn conditions; 
 
 
$()
"()
=
%
&'
 (3.3) 
 
can be written. 
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Yaw displacement autopilot system block diagram is shown in Figure 3.9. 
 
 
Figure 3.9 : Yaw displacement autopilot block diagram. 
 
For inner loop damping ratio  () = 0.903, root-locus graph of the outer loop is 
shown in Figure 3.10. 
 
 
Figure 3.10 : Root locus graph of the yaw displacement autopilot. 
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Figure 3.11 : Zoom view of the yaw displacement autopilot root locus graph. 
 
For three different damping ratio of the yaw displacement autopilot system, three 
different controller gains are selected from root locus graph in Figure 3.11. 
 Point 1:  = 5.27;  = 3.96  ⁄ ;   = 0.302  
 Point 2:  = 2.45;  = 3.04  ⁄ ;   = 0.707 
 Point 3:  = 1.76;  = 2.69  ⁄ ;   = 0.950 
 
Yaw responses for selected yaw angle controller gains are as shown in Figure 3.12. 
In Figure 3.13, yaw autopilot control signals are shown for these gains. 
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Figure 3.12 : UAV responses for different yaw displacement autopilot gains. 
 
 
Figure 3.13 : Control signals for different yaw displacement autopilot gains. 
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4. STATE FEEDBACK AUTOPILOTS 
 
4.1 State Feedback Design Method Overview 
 
In Chapter 3, we used Root Locus technique to design automatic pilots. However, the 
design of a automatic control system using the Root Locus is basically trial and error. 
The primary advantage of Root Locus method is its simplicity. But if the complexity 
of the system increases, the advantage of the Root Locus disappears quickly [3]. 
Modern Control Theory, which has evolved with the rapid development of high 
speed computers, permits a more systematic approach to control system design. In 
modern control theory, system is modeled as a set of first order differential 
equations. So, the designer can fully exploit the digital computer in design process. 
This is the first advantage of the modern control theory. The second advantage is 
applying optimization techniques to design optimal control system [3]. 
If the process is type 1, which has an integrator, we can design a state feedback 
controller with the following procedure. State feedback control system block diagram 
is shown in Figure 4.1. 
Plant is defined by; 
  =  +   = 	 (4.1) 
 
We assumed both the control signal u and output signal y are scalar. 
  = −0   …  ⋮ +  −  = − +  (4.2) 
 
  =   …  (4.3) 
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Figure 4.1 : Type 1 servo system block diagram when plant has an integrator. 
 
Assume that reference input is applied at  = 0. For  > 0 the system dynamics can 
be can be described as below; 
 
  =  +  =  −  +  (4.4) 
 
  = ∗ +  (4.5) 
 ∗ is augmented matrix which is the matrix of the system with desired eigenvalues. 
The designed system will be asymptotically stable, the system output will approach 
to the reference input and control signal will approach zero. 
For steady state; 
 
  ∞ =  − ∞ + ∞ (4.6) 
 
Because of the step input, we have ∞ =  =  !"#$"  for  > 0 . By 
subtracting Equation 4.4 and 4.6, we obtain; 
 
   −  ∞ =  −  − ∞ (4.7) 
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Define; 
  − ∞ = % (4.8) 
 
So, error dynamics is can be written as; 
 
 % =  − % (4.9) 
 
If the system that defined by state space form is completely state controllable,  
matrix can be determined by Brass-Gura Method. [3] 
 
  = &'()*+ − * (4.10) 
 
V: Controllability matrix 
 
 & =   , … -). (4.11) 
 
Where n is system order 
W: Triangular transformation matrix 
 
 
' = 1 $. … $-).0 1 … $)⋮ ⋮ … ⋮0 0 0 1  
(4.12) 
 
*+ : Coefficients of the desired closed-loop characteristic equation. 
 
 *+ = *+.*+,⋮*+- (4.13) 
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* : Coefficients of the open-loop plant characteristic equation. 
 * = *.*,⋮*- (4.14) 
 
Since the desired eigenvalues of  −  are all in the left half plane, the inverse of 
matrix  −  exists. So, the steady state value of  and ; 
 
 ∞ = − − ) (4.15) 
 
 ∞ = −∞ +  = 0 (4.16) 
 
4.2 State Feedback Pitch Control System 
 
Short period approximation aircraft dynamics that obtained in Chapter 2 is used to 
design pitch attitude hold autopilot. 
 
 
0∆2∆3∆4 5 = 67
77
8 9:;< 1 0=: + =: 9:;< => + =: 00 1 0?@
@@
A 0∆2∆3∆45 (4.17) 
 
 BCDEFG = 0−8.613 1 0−129.1 −20.95 00 1 05 
OCDEFG = 0−0.762−107.50 5 QCDEFG = 0 0 1 
RCDEFG = 0 
(4.18) 
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Eigenvalues of the short period aircraft dynamics are; 
#, = −14.8 ± 9.56V 
# = 0  
Elevator servo motor transfer function and state space representation are; 
 
 
W#X# = −20# + 20 (4.19) 
 
 BY = −20; OY = 1; QY = −20; RY = 0; 
(4.20) 
 
Because of the serial connection of the elevator servo motor and aircraft short period 
dynamics, feed forward path of the dynamic system is as below; 
 BZ[\ = −8.613 1 0 15.24−129.1 −20.95 0 21490 1 0 00 0 0 −20  
OZ[\ = 0001 QZ[\ =  0 0 1 0 RZ[\ = 0 
(4.21) 
 
Eigenvalues of the feed forward system are; 
#, = −14.8 ± 9.56V 
# = 0  
#] = −20  
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The pitch attitude hold autopilot that designed in Chapter 2 is assigned as desired 
closed loop system. So, desired closed loop system eigenvalues are as below; 
#,^ = −5.8 ± 15.7V 
#^ = −5.51 
#]^ = −32.4 
We can determine the desired closed loop characteristic equation with using desired 
eigenvalues. 
 
 
# − ## − ## − ## − #] = 0 #] + 50# + 898# + 12691# + 50010 = 0 (4.22) 
 
Coefficient vector of the closed loop characteristic equation is; 
 
 *+ = $_$_$_$_] = 
508981269150010 (4.23) 
 
Characteristic equation of the forward path; 
 
 `#a − BZ[\` = 0 
 #] + 49.6# + 900.7# + 6190.2# = 0 (4.24) 
 
 * = $$$$] = 
49.6900.76190.20  (4.25) 
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The Controllability matrix is; 
 
 & =   , b = 0 15.24 1713.2 −986370 2149.3 −89977 2.5234 × 10d0 0 2149.3 −899771 −20 400 −8000  (4.26) 
 
X$"& = 4 = " ##ef !ge 
Rank of the controllability matrix is equal to the order of the system. So, the system 
is controllable. 
The transformation matrix is; 
 
 h = 1 $ $ $0 1 $ $0 0 1 $0 0 0 1  = 
1 49.6 900.7 6190.20 1 49.6 900.70 0 1 49.60 0 0 1  (4.27) 
 
We can obtain the feedback gain vector according to the Brass-Gura method. 
 
  = &'()*+ − * (4.28) 
 
  = ] = 
0.0109−0.00053.0227−0.0512 (4.29) 
 
So, the augmented matrix ∗ is obtained; 
 
 ∗ =  − ( =  −8.6 1 0 15.2−129.1 −20.9 0 2149.30 1 0 0−0.0109 0 −3.023 −19.95 (4.30) 
 
Eigenvalues of the augmented matrix are; 
# = −32.4 #, = −5.8 ± 15.7V #] = −5.51 
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Notice that the augmented matrix has the same eigenvalues as desired closed loop 
system. As a conclusion, the dynamical system with state feedback controller 
behaves like the desired closed loop system. Block diagram of the state feedback 
pitch control system is shown in Figure 4.2. Reference model and system outputs are 
shown in Figure 4.3. 
 
 
Figure 4.2 : Block diagram of the state feedback pitch control system. 
 
 
Figure 4.3 : Comparison of the reference model and the state feedback pitch 
autopilot. 
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Error of the state feedback pitch control system is shown in Figure 4.4. 
 
 
Figure 4.4 : Error between the reference model and state feedback pitch autopilot. 
 
In Figure 4.5, response of the state feedback pitch control system equipped UAV 
after impulse disturbance is shown. 
 
 
Figure 4.5 : State feedback pitch autopilot equipped UAV responses after impulse 
disturbance. 
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4.3 State Feedback Roll Control System 
 
Bank angle of an aircraft is controlled by the ailerons. So, we can neglect the rudder 
input and focus on the system that excited by only ailerons. State space 
representation of the lateral mathematical model is given in Equation 4.31. 
 
 
677
8∆i∆j∆∆ϕ ?@@
A = −0.3478 −0.001225 −0.9673 0.6537−4.366 −18.85 1.763 027.09 −0.623 −2.752 00 1 0 0  
Δi
Δj
Δ
Δk + 
0136.6−3.9710  Δlm 
 = 0 0 0 1 ΔiΔj
Δ
Δk + 0Δlm 
(4.31) 
 
Eigenvalues of the lateral aircraft dynamics; 
# = −18.8093  #, = −1.5930 ± 5.0202V  #] = 0.0448  
Aileron servo motor transfer function and state space representation are; 
 
 
W#X# = 20# + 20 (4.32) 
 
 BY = −20; OY = 1; QY = 20; RY = 0; 
(4.33) 
 
 
After the serial connection of the aileron servo motor and lateral dynamics, forward 
path system can be represented in state space form as shown in Equation 4.34. 
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BZ[n = 677
78−0.3478 −0.001225 −0.9673 0.6537 0−4.366 −18.85 1.763 0 273727.09 −0.623 −2.752 0 −79.420 1 0 0 00 0 0 0 −20 ?@@
@A
 
OZ[n = 677
7800001?@@
@A
 
QZ[n = 0 0 0 1 0 RZ[n = 0 
(4.34) 
 
Eigenvalues of the forward path system; 
# = −18.8093  #, = −1.5930 ± 5.0202V  #] = 0.0448 #o = −20 
 
Desired bank angle control system is designed with using Root Locus technique in 
Chapter 3. So, the desired locations of the closed-loop system poles can be obtained 
from the Root Locus graph of the closed loop bank angle autopilot; 
#,^ = −5.51 ± 5.52V  
#,]^ = −1.61 ± 4.93V  
#o^ = −27.4  
 
Desired closed-loop characteristic equation is; 
 
 
p# − #^qp# − #^qp# − #^qp# − #]^q# − #o^ = 0 #o + 41.64#] + 513.3879# + 3868.3# + 15125# + 44831 = 0 (4.35) 
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Coefficient vector of the closed-loop characteristic equation; 
 
 
*+ =
677
78$_$_$_$_]$_o?@
@@A = 677
78 41.64513.38793868.31512544831 ?@@
@A
 (4.36) 
 
Open-loop system characteristic equation and coefficient vector are given in 
Equation 4.37 and 4.38; 
 
 |#s − | = 0 #o + 45.9504#] + 525.6867# + 2251.4# + 10333# − 467.4259 = 0 (4.37) 
 
 
* =
677
78$$$$]$o?@@
@A =
677
78 45.9504525.68672251.410333−467.4259?@@
@A
 (4.38) 
 
Controllability matrix; 
 
 & =   , b t 
 
& =
677
780 0 73.4684 1.7890 × 10 −1.0885 × 10o0 2731.8 −1.0627 × 10o 3.0959 × 10d −8.0158 × 10u0 −79.4154 104.9190 3.6144 × 10] −1.3444 × 10d0 0 2.7318 × 10 −1.0627 × 10o 3.0959 × 10d1 −20 400 −8000 160000 ?@
@@A (4.39) 
 
$"& = 5 = " 
Rank of the controllability matrix is equal to system order. So, the system is 
controllable. 
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The transformation matrix is; 
 
 
h =
677
781 $ $ $ $]0 1 $ $ $0 0 1 $ $0 0 0 1 $0 0 0 0 1 ?@@
@A =
677
781 41.95 525.69 2251.4 103330 1 41.95 525.69 2251.40 0 1 41.95 525.690 0 0 1 41.950 0 0 0 1 ?@@
@A
 (4.40) 
 
Feedback gain vector is calculated from Brass-Gura method as below. 
 
 
 = &'()*+ − * =
677
78 0.0011−0.00190.00330.6115−0.3104?@@
@A
 (4.41) 
 
So, the augmented matrix is; 
 
 
∗ =  − v =
677
78−0.3478 −0.0012 −0.9673 0.6537 0−4.3663 −18.8508 1.7634 0 2731.827.0867 −0.6230 −2.7518 0 −79.41540 1 0 0 0−0.0011 0.0019 −0.0033 −0.6115 −19.6896?@@
@A
 (4.42) 
 
Eigenvalues of the augmented matrix are; 
#wxy = −27.4 
#,wxy = −1.61 ± 4.93V 
#],owxy = −5.51 ± 5.52V 
Eigenvalues of the augmented matrix and desired closed-loop poles are equal. So, the 
system, which is controlled by the state feedback controller, will behave like the 
desired closed-loop system. Block diagram of the state feedback roll control system 
is shown in Figure 4.6. In Figure 4.7, reference model and system outputs are shown.  
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Figure 4.6 : Block diagram of the state feedback roll control system. 
 
 
Figure 4.7 : Comparison of the reference model and the state feedback roll angle 
autopilot responses. 
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Error of the state feedback roll control system is shown in Figure 4.8. 
 
 
Figure 4.8 : Error between the reference model and state feedback roll autopilot. 
 
Response of the state feedback roll control system equipped UAV after impulse 
disturbance is shown in Figure 4.9. 
 
 
Figure 4.9 : State feedback roll autopilot equipped UAV responses after impulse 
disturbance. 
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4.4 State Feedback Yaw Control System 
 
Aircraft yaw angle is controlled by ailerons. So, we can neglect the rudder input. The 
relationship between yaw rate and bank angle is; 
 
 
z#k# = {;<# (4.43) 
 
We can revision the lateral mathematical model of the aircraft according to this 
relationship. 
 
 
677
778
Δi
Δj
Δ
Δk
Δz ?@@
@@A =
677
777
8W| ;<⁄ W~ ;<⁄ − 1 − W;< {. cos4<;< 0| ~  0 0| ~  0 00 1 0 0 00 0 0 { ;<⁄ 0?@
@@@
@A
677
78ΔiΔj
Δ
Δk
Δz?@@
@A +
677
78ΔiΔj
Δ
Δk
Δz?@@
@A Δlm 
 
 = 0 0 0 0 1
677
78ΔiΔj
Δ
Δk
Δz?@@
@A + 0Δlm 
(4.44) 
 
Eigenvalues of the lateral aircraft dynamics; 
# = 0  
# = −18.8093  
#] = 0.0448  
#o,d = −1.5930 ± 5.0202V  
Aileron servo motor transfer function and state space presentation are as shown in 
Equation 4.45 and Equation 4.46; 
 
W#X# = 20# + 20 (4.45) 
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 BY = −20; OY = 1; QY = 20; RY = 0; 
(4.46) 
 
Forward path of the dynamical system that consisted of the servo motor and aircraft 
lateral dynamics; 
 
 
BZ[ =
677
778
−0.35 −0.0012 −0.967 0.654 0 0−4.37 −18.851 1.763 0 0 2731.827.09 −0.623 −2.75 0 0 −79.4150 1 0 0 0 00 0 0 0.654 0 00 0 0 0 0 −20 ?@
@@@
A
 
 
OZ[ =
677
778
000001?@
@@@
A
 
 QZ[ = 0 0 0 0 1 0 
 RZ[ = 0 
(4.47) 
 
Eigenvalues of the forward path system; 
# = 0  # = −18.8093  # = 0.0448  #],o = −1.5930 ± 5.0202V  #d = −20  
Desired eigenvalues of the closed-loop system are obtained from Root Locus 
analysis in the Chapter 3. 
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#^ = −27.12  #^ = −6.6791  #,]^ = −2.3475 ± 4.9492V  #o,d^ = −1.7276 ± 4.4554V  
 
Desired closed-loop characteristic equation and coefficient vector are given in 
Equation 4.48 and 4.49; 
 
 p# − #^qp# − #^qp# − #^qp# − #]^qp# − #o^qp# − #d^q = 0 
 #d + 42.04#o + 527#] + 4032.6# + 20383# + 61546# + 124520 = 0 (4.48) 
 
 
*+ =
677
778
$_$_$_$_]$_o$_d?@
@@@
A
=
677
778
42.045274032.62038361546124520?@
@@@
A
 
(4.49) 
 
Open-loop system characteristic equation and coefficient vector are given in 
Equation 4.50 and 4.51. 
 |#s − | = 0 
 #d + 41.95#o + 525.69#] + 2252.4# + 10333# − 467.43# = 0 (4.50) 
 
 
 
* =
677
778
$$$$]$o$d?@
@@@
A
=
677
778
41.95525.692252.410333−467.430 ?@
@@@
A
 (4.51) 
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Controllability matrix; 
 & =   , b t  
 & =
677
778
0 0 73.47 1789 −1.0885 × 10o 3.4603 × 10d0 2731.8 −1.0627 × 10o 3.0959 × 10d −8.0158 × 10u 1.9462 × 100 −79.415 104.92 36144 −1.3444 × 10d 3.7984 × 10u0 0 2731.8 −1.0627 × 10o 3.0959 × 10d −8.0158 × 10u0 0 0 1785.8 −69473 2.0239 × 10d1 −20 400 −8000 160000 −3200000 ?@
@@@
A
 (4.52) 
 
$"& = 6 = " 
Rank of the controllability matrix is equal to system order. So, the system is 
controllable. 
The transformation matrix; 
 
 
h =
677
778
1 $ $ $ $] $o0 1 $ $ $ $]0 0 1 $ $ $0 0 0 1 $ $0 0 0 0 1 $0 0 0 0 0 1 ?@
@@@
A
 
 
=
677
778
1 41.95 525.69 2251.4 10333 −467.430 1 41.95 525.69 2251.4 103330 0 1 41.95 525.69 2251.40 0 0 1 41.95 525.690 0 0 0 1 41.950 0 0 0 0 1 ?@
@@@
A
 
(4.53) 
 
Feedback gain vector is calculated from Brass-Gura method as below. 
 
 = &'v).*+ − * =
677
778
−0.0001−0.000200.652.5810.0889 ?@
@@@
A
  (4.54) 
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Augmented matrix is; 
 
 B∗ = B − O( 
 
=
677
778
−0.3478 −0.0012 −0.967 0.654 0 0−4.3663 −18.851 1.763 0 0 2731.827.087 −0.623 −2.752 0 0 −79.4150 1 0 0 0 00 0 0 0.654 0 00 0 0 −0.65 −2.581 −20.089?@
@@@
A
 
(4.55) 
 
Eigenvalues of the augmented matrix are; 
#wxy = −27.21  #wxy = −6.6791  #,]wxy = −2.3475 ± 4.9492V  #o,dwxy = −1.7276 ± 4.4554V  
 
Eigenvalues of the augmented matrix and desired closed-loop system are equal. So, 
the system will behave like desired model. State feedback yaw control system block 
diagram is shown in Figure 4.10. Reference yaw output and system output are shown 
in Figure 4.11. 
 
  
Figure 4.10 : Block diagram of the state feedback yaw control system. 
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Figure 4.11 : Comparison of the reference model and the state feedback yaw angle 
autopilot responses. 
 
Error of the state feedback yaw control system is shown in Figure 4.12. 
 
 
Figure 4.12 : Error between the reference model and state feedback yaw autopilot 
responses. 
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Response of the state feedback yaw control system equipped UAV after impulse 
disturbance is shown in Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14. 
 
 
Figure 4.13 : State feedback yaw autopilot equipped UAV responses after impulse 
disturbance. 
 
 
Figure 4.14 : State feedback yaw autopilot equipped UAV responses after impulse 
disturbance (continued). 
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5. ADAPTIVE AUTOPILOTS 
 
5.1 General Information About Model Reference Adaptive Control 
 
A fixed gain control system cannot provide an adequate performance for the systems 
which are time varying or have unknown system parameters. After the development 
of modern control theory, gain-scheduling technique is improved as an adaptive 
control algorithm. For example, response of the aircraft to the pilot’s input command 
is dependent on the altitude of the aircraft. If the designer can measure the altitude 
accurately, they can design fixed gain control systems for every possible altitudes. 
Controller gains are selected by the control system continuously. So, desired 
dynamical responses are observed for every altitude. 
Whitacker introduced the model reference adaptive control (MRAC) technique in 
1958 [11]. The schematic form of the MRAC is shown in Figure 5.1. 
 
 
Figure 5.1 :Block diagram of the model reference adaptive controller [12]. 
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In this scheme, controller block is used to obtain desired dynamical response of the 
system as in the reference model. Because of the time varying or unknown 
parameters of the system, a fixed gain controller is not suitable. In MRAC systems, 
input signal of the process is parametrically dependent on the reference model output 
and input. Adjustment mechanism keeps track of the process output  and model 
output  and calculates the suitable parameters such that the difference between the 
model and the process output tends to zero. According to the adaptation law, process 
states, process input or model input can be used by the adaptation mechanism. 
As shown in Figure 5.1, there are two feedback loops in the MRAC. Inner loop 
contains controller and outer loop contains the parameter adaptation mechanism. 
Usually the inner loop operates at higher speed than the outer loop. Thus, we assume 
that process parameters vary more slowly than the process states [11]. 
 
5.2 Adaptive Controller Design 
 
There are some important requirements to design the adaptive controller. Firstly, 
perfect matching condition must be satisfied. This implies that the controller 
parameter settings must exist for which the closed-loop behavior equals the reference 
model response. Secondly, the control signal of the process must be a linear function 
of the parameters.  In MRAC, the control signal is formed as; 
 
  =  (5.1) 
 
where   is the controller parameter vector and   is the signal vector. If all the 
process states 	 are available, 	 in combination with the reference signal r forms 
the signal vector  [11]. 
 
5.2.1 Lyapunov theory 
 
One of the most important issues in MRAC design is the derivation of the adaptive 
laws. Because of the nonlinearity and time-varying characteristics of the MRAC 
systems, linear stability analysis methods cannot be effective. Lyapunov’s direct 
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method is a well-known theory to guarantee the overall stability of the adaptive 
system. According to the Lyapunov’s method, if a Lyapunov function 
	 satisfies 
the conditions stated in Equations 5.2, the system has an asymptotically stable 
equilibrium point at 	 = 0. 
 
 
	 > 0  	 ≠ 0    
 	 < 0  	 ≠ 0     
	 → ∞  ‖	‖ → ∞   
0 = 0  
(5.2) 
 
As shown from the conditions, Lyapunov function must be decreasing with time. The 
stability requirements are directly transformed into an adaptive law using the 
Lyapunov’s method in the following way; 
 The first step is the derivation of the error equation.  
 Secondly, a Lyapunov function is chosen as a function of both the signal error 
and the parameter error. Choice of the Lyapunov function is based on a minimal 
choice of the system states, consisting of the signal error vector  = 	 − 	 
and the parameter error vector $ =  − ∗. The Lyapunov function is selected 
as shown in Equation 5.2. 
 
 
 = &'(& + *'+,-* (5.3) 
 (  and +,-  matrices must be positive definite for 
  to be an acceptable 
Lyapunov function candidate.  
 Thirdly, the time derivative of the selected Lyapunov function is calculated. If 
the time derivative of the Lyapunov function is negative definite, uniform 
asymptotic stability is guaranteed. 
 
 
 = −. + /0 0 123 $4 (5.4) 
 
By setting the extra terms including $ equal to zero, if 5 is positive definite, 
  is 
guaranteed to be negative definite with respect to . ( and . matrices can be 
selected with the help of the Lyapunov’s theory. Lyapunov’s theory states that  
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for any asymptotically stable system governed by a matrix 6 , a positive 
symmetric matrix .  yields a positive symmetric matrix (  by the Lyapunov 
equation as shown in Equation 5.5; 
 
 6'( + (6 = −. (5.5) 
 
The matrix 6  in the Lyapunov equation represents an asymptotically stable 
system. A positive symmetric matrix .  always yields a positive symmetric 
matrix (. 
 Fourth, the adaptive law can be obtained by setting the extra terms equal to zero. 
 
 7 = −+89 (5.6) 
 
To achieve stable adaptive behavior, some modifications are required. 8  is a 
linear combination : of the elements of the state error. ; is consist of either 
the unfiltered signal vector  or filtered . 
 
5.2.2 MRAC with complete state information 
 
5.2.2.1 Primary controller structure 
 
The process is linear and completely controllable. The order of the system is . The 
perfect model following condition is obtained by the state feedback control law as 
stated in Equation 5.7; 
 
  = <='>: + ?@ (5.7) 
 
The dynamical system is represented in the state-space form as shown in Equation 
5.8. 
 
 > : = 6:>: + A:  = B:>: (5.8) 
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 6: = C 0 1 0 ⋯ 00 0 1 ⋯ 0⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮− H − I − J ⋯ − KL 
 
A: = C 0⋮0MKL 
 B: = N1 0 ⋯ 0O 
(5.9) 
 
The state feedback control law; 
 
  = <='>: + ?@ = N?H ?I ⋯ ?KO>: + ?@ (5.10) 
 
  = 7'P (5.11) 
 
 7' = N?@ <='O (5.12) 
 
 P' = Q >:'R (5.13) 
 
Closed loop system; 
 
 > : = S6: + A:<='T>: + A:?@ 
 
= C 0 1 ⋯ 00 0 ⋯ 0⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮− H + MK?H − I + MK?I ⋯ − K + MK?KL 	 + C
0⋮0MK?@L  
(5.14) 
 
 > : = 6U>: + AU (5.15) 
 
The process parameters  H, … ,  K and MK are assumed unknown and constant. The 
sign of the MK must be known. The controller parameters ?@, … , ?K will be adjusted 
by the adaptation mechanism. 
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The reference model is represented in state-space form in Equation 5.16. 
 
 > X = 6X>X + AX = C 0 1 0 ⋯ 00 0 1 ⋯ 0⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮− H − I − J ⋯ − KL >X + C
0⋮0MKL Y (5.16) 
 
The difference between the closed-loop system transfer function and the model 
transfer function can be made zero by a proper choice of the controller parameters. 
So, the perfect model matching is satisfied. 
 
5.2.2.2 Derivation of the adaptive laws 
Derivation of the error equation 
 
For the time derivation of the signal error, the following equalities hold; 
 
 
 = 	 − 	 (5.17) 
 
  = 	 − 	 = Z[	 + \[ − Z	 − \ = ZS	 − 	T + Z[ − Z	 + \[ − \ = Z + Z	 + \ (5.18) 
 
Where; 
 
 Z = Z[ − Z \ = \[ − \ (5.19) 
 
The parameter error vector $ is defined as; 
 
 $ = NMK?@ − MK − H + MK?H +  H ⋯ − K + MK?K +  KO (5.20) 
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So, time derivation of the error can be rewritten as; 
 
  = Z + C00⋮1L $
 
 = Z + \]$ 
(5.21) 
 
The Lyapunov function 
 
Lyapunov function is normally a quadratic function of both the signal error vector  
and the parameter error $. 
 
 ^ = &'(& + *'+,-* (5.22) 
 
The adaptation gain matrix Γ  must be positive definite and diagonal. So, Γ,H  is 
positive definite. P must be positive definite symmetric matrix. 
 
Differentiating the Lyapunov function and deriving the adaptive laws 
 
 Differentiated Lyapunov function ^  must be negative definite to obtain an 
asymptotically stable adaptive system.  
 
 
^ = &'6X' ( + (6X& + _&'(A`*'P + _*'+,-*  (5.23) 
 
Positive definite symmetric matrices  and 5 can be found by applying Lyapunov 
theory. So, the first part of the Equation 5.23 satisfies; 
 
 &'6X' ( + (6X& = −&'.& (5.24) 
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By setting the last two terms of the Equation 5.23 equal to zero, the adaptive laws; 
 
 2&'(A`*'P + 2*'+,-* = b (5.25) 
 
 * = −+&'(A`P = −+:'&P (5.26) 
 
The product of \] consist of the ℎ column of the  matrix. Product of this vector 
with the signal error vector, d is called the compensated error. d makes the error 
equation strictly positive real, which follows by taking \ = \]  (reference model 
control vector).  
When we assume that the model and the process parameters are constant, from the 
definition of $, it yields; 
 
 MK? @ = −e@@d (5.27) 
 
 MK? f = −effd	f  for   = 1,2, … ,  (5.28) 
 
With Γ = 3 e@@, eHH, … , eKK. Then; 
 
 ? @ = −e ′@@d (5.29) 
 
 ? f = −e ′ffd	f (5.30) 
 
More general form of this equation; 
 
 7 = −+′:'&P (5.31) 
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With; 
 
 +′ = -=:g + (5.32) 
 
As shown in Equation 5.32, the sign of the adaptation gain matrix Γ,H is depend on 
the sign of MK. So, to determine the adaptive law with a proper sign, the sign of the MK  must be known. Matrix  , so the matrix d , can be calculated based on the 
Lyapunov equation with a chosen positive definite symmetric 5 matrix. In this study, 5 matrix is defined as an identity matrix. 
 
5.3 Adaptive Pitch Attitude Control System Design 
 
The pitch displacement autopilot that designed in Chapter 3 is used as reference pitch 
control system model. Block diagram of the reference model is shown in Figure 5.2. 
 
 
Figure 5.2 : Reference pitch displacement autopilot. 
 
For the controller gain h = 1, reference model response is as shown in  Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.3 : Pitch displacement autopilot equipped UAV response. 
 
The model reference adaptive control system can be implemented with the help of 
the definitions in Section 5.2. Block diagram of the adaptive pitch attitude control 
system and sub-systems are shown in Figure 5.4. Inside of the MRAC blocks are 
shown in Figure 5.5, Figure 5,6, Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8. 
 
 
Figure 5.4 : Block diagram of the adaptive pitch attitude control system. 
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Figure 5.5 : Inside of the reference model block. 
 
 
Figure 5.6 : Inside of the open loop system block (Servo motor + UAV dynamics). 
 
 
Figure 5.7: Inside of the model reference adaptive controller block. 
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Figure 5.8 : Inside of the MRAC1 block. 
 
It is assumed that there is no atmospheric disturbance and sensor noise. Reference 
model output and system output for Γ′ = 10 are shown in Figure 5.9. 
 
 
Figure 5.9 : Reference model and adaptive pitch autopilot equipped UAV responses. 
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Error of the model reference adaptive pitch control system is shown in Figure 5.10. 
 
 
Figure 5.10 : Error between reference model and adaptive pitch autopilot equipped 
UAV responses. 
 
In Figure 5.11, control signal of the model reference adaptive pitch control 
system is shown. 
 
 
Figure 5.11 : MRAC control signal of the adaptive pitch autopilot. 
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Controller parameters are adjusted continuously as shown in Figure 5.12. 
 
 
Figure 5.12 : Controller parameters of the adaptive pitch autopilot. 
 
5.4 Adaptive Roll Attitude Control System 
 
The roll displacement autopilot system designed in Chapter 3 is assumed as the 
reference model for model reference adaptive control system. The reference model 
block diagram is shown in Figure 5.13. 
 
 
Figure 5.13 : The reference model for adaptive roll attitude control system. 
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For controller gain h = 0.462, reference model response is as shown in Figure 5.14. 
 
 
Figure 5.14 : Roll displacement autopilot equipped UAV response. 
 
In Chapter 3, the roll control system is designed based on the roll approximation 
mathematical model. However, complete roll mathematical model of the UAV is 
used for the MRAC reference model. So, steady state roll error about %1 appears in 
the step response as a conclusion of the error between roll approximation transfer 
function and the complete roll transfer function. This error is acceptable for our 
application. 
Block diagram of the model reference adaptive roll control system is as shown in 
Figure 5.15. 
 
 
Figure 5.15 : Block diagram of the adaptive roll attitude control system. 
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There is no atmospheric disturbance and sensor noise. So the system response and 
reference model output for Γ′ = 10 are shown in Figure 5.16. 
 
Figure 5.16 : Reference model and adaptive roll autopilot equipped UAV responses. 
 
Error of the model reference adaptive roll control system is shown in Figure 5.17. 
 
 
Figure 5.17 : Error between reference model and adaptive roll autopilot equipped 
UAV responses. 
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Control signal of the model reference adaptive roll control system is shown in Figure 
5.18. 
 
Figure 5.18 : MRAC control signal of the adaptive roll autopilot. 
 
In Figure 5.19, controller parameters of the model reference adaptive roll control 
system are shown. 
 
 
Figure 5.19 : Controller parameters of the adaptive roll autopilot. 
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5.5 Adaptive Yaw Attitude Control System 
 
The yaw displacement autopilot is designed in Chapter 3 and it is assumed as 
reference model for the yaw MRAC. The block diagram of the reference yaw 
displacement autopilot is shown in Figure 5.20. 
 
 
Figure 5.20 : The reference model for adaptive yaw attitude control system. 
 
For the inner loop damping ratio lfKKmn = 0.903  and outer loop damping ratio lqrsmn = 0.95, the reference model output  is as shown in Figure 5.21. 
 
 
Figure 5.21 : Yaw displacement autopilot equipped UAV response. 
 
Block diagram of the model reference adaptive yaw control system is shown in 
Figure 5.22. 
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Figure 5.22 : Block diagram of the adaptive yaw attitude control system. 
 
There is no atmospheric disturbance and sensor noise. So system response and 
reference model output for Γ′ = 10 are as shown in Figure 2.23. 
 
 
Figure 5.23 : Reference model and adaptive yaw autopilot equipped UAV responses. 
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In Figure 5.24, error of the model reference adaptive yaw control system is shown. 
 
 
Figure 5.24 : Error between reference model and adaptive yaw autopilot equipped 
UAV responses. 
 
Control signal of the model reference adaptive yaw control system is shown in 
Figure 5.25. 
 
 
Figure 5.25 : MRAC control signal of the adaptive yaw autopilot. 
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In Figure 5.26, controller parameters of the model reference adaptive yaw control 
system are shown. 
 
 
Figure 5.26 : Controller parameters of the adaptive yaw autopilot. 
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6. ADAPTIVE STATE FEEDBACK AUTOPILOTS FOR OUTPUT 
TRACKING 
 
State feedback and output feedback methods can be applied to the model reference 
adaptive control systems. In flight control systems, state variables are available. So 
that, state feedback control system can be used because of its simpler structure and 
algorithm as compared with output feedback design. Either state tracking or output 
tracking can be used for state feedback control systems. A state feedback for state 
tracking control system has restrictive matching conditions. So, these restricted 
conditions limit application area of the state feedback controller. On the other hand, 
state feedback for output tracking needs less restrictive matching conditions while 
keeping the simple controller structure and algorithm. Therefore, the state feedback 
for output tracking control system is suitable for aircraft flight control when the 
matching conditions for state tracking are difficult to satisfy because of system 
parameter uncertainties [21, 22]. In Chapter 6, control surface actuator dynamics are 
neglected for simplification because of its low time constant, . 
 
6.1 Design for Longitudinal Autopilot 
 
Aircraft longitudinal motion can be assumed as a SISO system when thrust input is 
neglected. For designing a pitch attitude control system, this assumption is 
acceptable. So, longitudinal motion can be presented as shown in equation (6.1). 
In longitudinal motion, state variables are forward velocity, downward velocity, pitch 
rate and pitch angle ( = [, , , 	]). System input is elevator deflection. and 
output is pitch attitude. 
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 = −0.06729 1.052 0 −9.806−1.346 −8.613 15 00.4848 −8.606 −20.95 00 0 1 0  
 =  0−11.43−107.50  
  = [0 0 0 1] 
! = 0 
 
(6.1) 
6.1.1 Control system structure 
 
Consider a linear time invariant system in the state-space form; 
 
 " #$% = #$% + #$%,  ∈ (,  ∈ ( 
)#$% =  #$%, ) ∈ (, $ ≥ 0 (6.2) 
 
For some unknown constant matrices  ∈ (×,  ∈ (×,,  ∈ (,× with n > 0.  
Transfer function of this plant is; 
 
 )#-% = .#-%#-% (6.3) 
 
 .#-% =  #-/ − %0, = 12 3#-%4#-% (6.4) 
 
where 12 ≠ 0 a constant and 4#-% = det#-/ − % 9:; 3#-% are monic polynomials 
with constant coefficients and of degrees n and m. 
Following assumptions are necessary to design an adaptive state feedback control 
law for #$% which ensures closed-loop signal boundedness and asymptotic tracking 
of a chosen reference signal. 
Assumption 6.1: (A, B, C) is stabilizable and detectable. 
Assumption 6.2: Z(s) is a stable polynomial.
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Assumption 6.3: The degree m of Z(s) is known. 
Assumption 6.4: The sign of 12 is known. 
The first assumption is needed for output matching and internal signal boundedness, 
the second assumption is needed for model reference control, the third assumption is 
needed for choosing a reference model for adaptive control algorithm and the fourth 
assumption is needed for designing an adaptive parameter update law.  
The reference model, which is independent of the plant dynamics, is chosen as; 
 
 )=#$% = >=#-%?#$%, $ ≥ 0, >=#-% = 14=#-% (6.5) 
 4=#-% is a stable monic polynomial of degree :∗ = : − A. The external reference 
input signal is ?#$%. 
The model reference adaptive controller structure is as given in equation (6.6). 
 
 #$% = 1,#$%#$% + 1B#$%?#$% (6.6) 
 
where; 
 
 1,#$% = [1,,#$% 1,B#$% … 1,#$%] ∈ (, 1B#$% ∈ ( (6.7) 
 
are adaptive estimates of the unknown parameters. 
 
 1,∗ = [1,,∗ 1,B∗ … 1,∗ ] ∈ (, 1B∗ ∈ ( (6.8) 
 
which are defined to satisfy; 
 
 det#-/ −  − 1,∗% = 4=#-%3#-% 112 , 1B∗ = 112 (6.9) 
 
As a conclusion of the equation (6.9), all zeros of det #-/ −  − 1,∗% are stable. 
With the definition of the 1,∗ and 1B∗, the desired control signal is as shown in 
equation (6.10). 
 
 #$% = 1,∗#$% + 1B∗?#$% (6.10) 
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With the adaptive controller (6.6) the plant (6.2) becomes; 
 
 " #$% = #$% +  D1,#$%#$% + 1B#$%?#$%E        = # + 1,∗%#$% + 1B∗?#$% + ##1,#$% − 1,∗%#$% + #1B#$% − 1B∗%?#$%% )#$% =  #$%, $ ≥ 0 (6.11) 
 
From (6.9) it follows that; 
 
  #-/ −  − 1,∗%0,1B∗ = 3#-%1B∗det #-/ −  − 1,∗% = 14=#-% = >=#-% (6.12) 
 
In view of (6.5), (6.11) and (6.12) the tracking error is; 
 
 F#$% = )#$% − )=#$%        = G∗>=#-%[#1, − 1,∗%#$% + #1B − 1B∗%?#$%] +  FHIJKLM∗NOP#0% $ ≥ 0 (6.13) 
 
Where G∗ = 12 and  FHIJKLM∗NOP#0% converges to zero because of the stability of  + 1,∗ [21]. 
 
6.1.2 Adaptive laws 
 
Before deriving an estimation error equation, following equations are defined. 
 
 	#$% = [1,#$% 1B#$%] , 	∗ = [1,∗ 1B∗] (6.14) 
 
Auxiliary signals; 
 
 Q#$% = [#$% ?#$%] (6.15) 
 
 R#$% = >=#-%Q#$% (6.16) 
 
 S#$% = 	#$%R#$% − >=#-%	#$%Q#$% (6.17) 
 
Estimation error; 
 
 T#$% = F#$% + G#$%S#$% (6.18) 
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G#$% is estimate of G∗ = 12. After substituting (6.13) – (6.17) into (6.18) and 
neglecting the exponentially decaying  FHIJKLM∗NOP#0%; 
 
 T#$% = G∗#	#$% − 	∗%R#$% + #G#$% − G∗%S#$% (6.19) 
 
which is linear in the parameter errors 	#$% − 	∗ and G#$% − G∗. 
This error equation suggests the following adaptive laws for 	#$% and G#$% based on 
a gradient algorithm. 
 
 	"#$% = − -UV:#G∗%ΓR#$%T#$%AB#$% , Γ = Γ > 0, $ ≥ 0 (6.20) 
 
 G"#$% = − YS#$%T#$%AB#$% , Y > 0, $ ≥ 0 (6.21) 
 
Where Γ ∈ (#J,%×#J,% and Y are constant adaptation gains. 
 A#$% = Z1 + R#$%R#$% + SB#$% (6.22) 
 
The adaptive laws (6.20) and (6.21) ensures that 	#$% ∈ [\,G#$% ∈ [\, 
]#P%=#P% ∈ [B ∩ [\, 	"#$% ∈ [B ∩ [\ and G"#$% ∈ [B ∩ [\ 
Consider the positive definite function; 
 
 _H	`, GaO = |G∗|	`Γ0,	` + Y0,GaB (6.23) 
 
Where; 
 
 	`#$% = 	#$% − 	∗, Ga#$% = G#$% − G∗ (6.24) 
 
The time derivative of _H	`, GaO along the trajectories of (6.20) and (6.21) is; 
 
 _" = − 2TB#$%AB#$% , $ ≥ 0 (6.25) 
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All of the signal in the closed loop system consisted of plant (6.3), the reference 
model (6.5) and the updated controller (6.6) are bounded. Also, the tracking error F#$% = )#$% − )=#$% satisfies [21]. 
 
 limP→\H)#$% − )=#$%O = 0 (6.26) 
 
6.1.3 Application to the linear and nonlinear UAV models 
 
 .#-% =  #-/ − %0, = 12 3#-%4#-% (6.27) 
 
 .#-% = #−107.65% #-B + 7.764- + 1.9883%#-g + 29.674-h + 313.41-B + 47.67- + 154.765% (6.28) 
 
According to the (6.27) and (6.28); 
 
 
12 = −107.65 degH4#-%O = : = 4;   degH3#-%O = A = 2 (6.29) 
 
The reference model is chosen as in (6.5). 4=#-% is stable monic polynomial of 
degree :∗. 
 
 :∗ = : − A = 2 (6.30) 
 
So, the reference model can be chosen as in (6.31). 
 
 >=#-% = 14=#-% = 1-B + 2- + 1 (6.31) 
 
Selected constant adaptation gains Γ, Y and reference signal are shown in Equation 
6.32. 
 
 
Γ = 8 × /k Ylmno = 10 ?#$% = 5p 180⁄ sin #0.04$% (6.32) 
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In Figure 6.1, adaptive state feedback for output tracking based longitudinal autopilot 
equipped nonlinear and linear UAV responses are shown. 
 
 
Figure 6.1 : Linear and nonlinear UAV pitch responses with adaptive state feedback 
for output tracking based longitudinal autopilot. 
 
Error of the adaptive state feedback for output tracking based longitudinal autopilot 
equipped linear and nonlinear UAV responses are shown in Figure 6.2. 
 
 
Figure 6.2 : Pitch error of the linear and nonlinear UAV models. 
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Elevator deflection of the adaptive state feedback for output tracking based 
longitudinal autopilot equipped linear and nonlinear UAVs are shown in Figure 6.3. 
 
 
Figure 6.3 : Elevator deflection of the linear and nonlinear UAV models. 
 
Adaptive state feedback for output tracking based longitudinal autopilot is 
implemented on the linear UAV model and controller parameters are shown in 
Figure 6.4. Nonlinear UAV controller parameters are shown in Figure 6.5. 
 
 
Figure 6.4 : Adaptive state feedback for output tracking based longitudinal autopilot 
parameters of the linear UAV. 
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Figure 6.5 : Adaptive state feedback for output tracking based longitudinal autopilot 
parameters of the nonlinear UAV. 
 
6.2 Design for Lateral Autopilot 
 
Aircraft lateral motion is a multi input multi output (MIMO) system. Because there 
are two separate control surfaces that excite the lateral modes. One of them is aileron 
and the other one is rudder. So, an adaptive state feedback controller for output 
tracking will be designed to pilot the nonlinear UAV model.  
The lateral dynamics of the UAV can be presented in state-space form as shown in 
(6.33). 
 
 
nP = tuu
uv−0.3478 −0.00123 −0.9673 0.6537 0−4.366 −18.85 1.763 0 027.09 −0.623 −2.752 0 00 1 0 0 00 0 1 0 0wxx
xy
 
nP = tuu
uv 0 0.2609136.6 1.198−3.971 −22.370 00 0 wxx
xy
 
 nP = z0 0 0 1 00 0 0 0 1{ 
!nP = z0 00 0{ 
(6.33) 
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6.2.1 Control system structure 
 
Consider a linear time invariant MIMO system described by (6.34) 
 
 "#$% = #$% + #$%,  ∈ (,  ∈ (| 
)#$% =  #$%, ) ∈ (| , $ ≥ 0 (6.34) 
 
where  ∈ (×,  ∈ (×| ,  ∈ (|× have parameter uncertainties.  
State feedback control signal #$% will be designed for asymptotical tracking the 
given reference signal )=#$% which is generated by reference system. 
 
 )=#$% = >=#-%?#$% >=#-% = S=0,#-% (6.35) 
 
where ?#$% ∈ (| is a bounded reference input signal, S=#-% is a modified left 
interactor matrix of the system transfer matrix .#-% =  #-/ − %0,. 
For any } × } strictly proper and full rank rational matrix .#-%, there exist a lower 
triangular polynomial matrix S=#-% which is called modified left interactor matrix of .#-%.  
 
 S=#-% =  ;,#-% 0 ⋯ ⋯ 0ℎB,= #-% ;B#-% 0 ⋯ 0⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ℎ|,= #-% ⋯ ⋯ ℎ||0,= #-% ;|#-% (6.36) 
 
where ℎl=#-%,  = 1, … , } − 1;   U = 2, … , } are polynomials and ;l#-%, U = 1, … } 
are monic stable polynomials of degrees l > 0. So, high frequency gain matrix of .#-% which is finite and non-singular defined as (6.37). 
 
 2 = lim→\ S=#-%.#-% (6.37) 
 
Before designing a multivariable state feedback MRAC for lateral motion, following 
assumptions are needed. 
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Assumption 6.5: All zeros of the .#-% are on the left side of the imaginary axis. 
Assumption 6.6: System .#-% has full rank and its modified interactor matrix S=#-% 
is known.  
Assumption: 6.7: All leading principal minors ∆l, U = 1,2, … , } of the high 
frequency gain matrix 2 are nonzero and their signs are known. 
Assumption 6.8: #, % is controllable and #,  % is observable. 
The first and fourth assumptions are needed for stable system-model matching, the 
second one is made for choosing a reference model and the third one is used for 
designing adaptive parameter adjustment laws [22]. 
 
6.2.1.1 System-model matching condition 
 
The aircraft state signals are available. So, state feedback controller structure is given 
in (6.38). 
 #$% = 1,#$%#$% + 1B#$%?#$% (6.38) 
 
where 1,#$% and 1B#$% are adaptive estimates of unknown constant matrices 1,∗ and 1B∗. There exists 1,∗ ∈ (×| and 1B∗ ∈ (|×|.for the plant-model matching condition 
(6.39) [22]. 
 
  #-/ −  − 1,∗%0,1B∗ = >=#-%, 1B∗0, = 2 (6.39) 
 
6.2.1.2 Robustness for parameter uncertainties 
 
Under some structural matrix non-singular conditions, the reference model S=0,#-% 
can be obtained even if the parameters A,B and C have uncertainties.  
The system transfer matrix; 
 
 .#-% =  #-/ − %0, (6.40) 
  l = 1,2, … , } defines the ith row of the C. So the ith row of the .#-% is given in 
(6.41). 
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 .l#-% = 1#-% Hl#0,%-0, + ⋯ + l,- + lO #-% = det#-/ − % = - + 0,-0, + ⋯ + ,- +  l#0,% =  ll#0B% =  l + 0, l⋮l, =  l0B + 0, l0h + ⋯ + B ll =  l0, + ⋯ + B l + , l
 
(6.41) 
 
Define a set of indices {G,, GB, … , G|}, such that  l0, ≠ 0 and  lL = 0 1 = 0,1, … , Gl − 2 for U = 1,2, … , }. 
Define 2 matrix as in (6.42); 
 
 2 = tuu
v  ,M0, B0,⋮ |0,wx
xy
 (6.42) 
 
If 2 has full rank, then the diagonal matrix is defined as in (6.43); 
 
 S=#-% = ;U9V{;,#-%, ;B#-%, … , ;|#-%} (6.43) 
 
where ;l#-%, U = 1,2, … , } is monic stable polynomial of degree Gl. S= is the 
interactor matrix and the high frequency gain matrix ; 2 = 2. From the definition 
of index Gl, it is shown that; 
 
 
lim→\ S=#-%.#-% = 2 (6.44) 
 
If 2 has full rank, diagonal S=#-% is the interactor matrix of the .#-% and 2 is 
high frequency gain matrix. If the matrix 2 is singular, then the interactor matrix S=#-% is chosen in lower triangular form [22]. 
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6.2.1.3 Parameter adaptation algorithm 
 
The control law given in (6.38) is substituted in the plant (6.34). 
 
 "#$% = #$% + H1,#$%#$% + 1B#$%?#$%O = # + 1,∗%#$% + 1B∗?#$%+ H#1,#$% − 1,∗%#$% + #1B#$% − 1B∗%?#$%O )#$% =  #$%  
(6.45) 
 
In the view of reference model (6.35), matching conditions (6.39) and (6.45), the 
output tracking error can be defined as shown in (6.46). 
 F#$% = >=#-%2Θ#$%Q#$% +  FHIJKLM∗NOP#0% (6.46) 
  FHIJKLM∗NOP#0% converges to zero exponentially due to the stability of  + 1,∗. 
 
 Θ#$% = Θ#$% − Θ∗, Θ#$% = [1,#$% 1B#$%] (6.47) 
 
 Θ∗ = [1,∗ 1B∗], Q#$% = [#$% ?#$%] (6.48) 
 
Developing an error model in terms of some related parameter errors and tracking 
error is very important step for designing an adaptive parameter adjustment law. 
When exponentially decaying term is ignored, (6.49) is obtained from tracking error 
(6.40). 
 
 S=#-%F#$% = 2Θ#$%Q#$% (6.49) 
 
LDS decomposition of the high frequency gain matrix 2 is used to deal with the 
uncertainty.  
 
 2 = [! (6.50) 
 
where  ∈ (|×| with  =  > 0, [ is an } × } unit lower triangular matrix and, 
 
 ! = ;U9V#-,∗, -B∗, … , -|∗ % = ;U9V -UV:[∆,]Y,, … , -UV:  Δ|Δ| − 1 Y| (6.51) 
 
with Δl, U = 1,2, … , } being the U$ℎ leading principal minor of 2 and Yl > 0,   
U = 1,2, … } is an arbitrary coefficient.(6.50) is substituted in (6.49);
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 [0,S=#-%F#$% = !Θ#$%Q#$% (6.52) 
 
To parameterize the unknown matrix [, (6.53) is introduced. 
 
 Θ∗ = [0, − / = {	l∗ } (6.53) 
 
where 	l∗ = 0 for U = 1,2, … , } and  ≥ U. 
 
 S=#-%F#$% + Θ∗ S=#-%F#$% = !Θ#$%Q#$% (6.54) 
 
A filter ℎ#-% = 1 #-%⁄  is introduced, where #-% is a stable and monic polynomial 
whose degree equals to the degree of S=#-%. 
Both sides of (6.54) are operated by ℎ#-%/|; 
 
 F̅#$% + [0, 	B∗B#$%, 	h∗h#$%, … , 	|∗|#$%] = !ℎ#-%Θ#$%Q#$% (6.55) 
 
where; 
 
 F̅#$% = S=#-%ℎ#-%F#$% = [F,̅#$%, … , F̅|#$%] (6.56) 
 
 l#$% = [F̅,#$%, … , F̅l0,#$%] ∈ (l0,, U = 2, … , } (6.57) 
 
 	l∗ = [	l,∗ , … , 	ll0,∗ ] , U = 2, … , } (6.58) 
 
An estimation error signal is introduced based on this parameterized error equation. 
 
 T#$% = [0, 	BB#$%, 	hh#$%, … , 	| |#$%] + #$%S#$% + F̅#$% (6.59) 
 
where #$% is the estimate of ∗ = !, and; 
 
 S#$% = Θ#$%R#$% − ℎ#-%Θ#$%Q#$% (6.60) 
 
 R#$% = ℎ#-%Q#$% (6.61) 
 
From (6.55)-(6.61), following equation can be derived; 
 
 T#$% = [0, 	`B#$%B#$%, 	`h#$%h#$%, … , 	`| #$%|#$%] + !	`#$%R#$%+ `#$%S#$% (6.62) 
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where 	`l#$% = 	l#$% − 	l∗, U = 1,2, … , } and `#$% = #$% − ∗ are the related 
parameter errors.  
The adaptive laws are chosen with the estimation error model (6.62); 
 
 	"l#$% = − ΓlTl#$%l#$%AB#$% , U = 2,3, … , } (6.63) 
 
 Θ" #$% = − !T#$%R#$%AB#$%  (6.64) 
 
 " #$% = − ΓT#$%S#$%AB#$%  (6.65) 
 
The signal T#$% = [T,#$%, TB#$%, … , T|#$%] is computed from (6.62), Γl = Γl > 0, U = 2,3, … , } and Γ = Γ > 0 are adaptation gain matrices. 
 
 A#$% = 1 + R#$%R#$% + S#$%S#$% +   l#$%l#$%|l¡B ¢
,/B
 
(6.66) 
 _ is a positive definite function. 
 
 _ = 12   	`lΓl0,	`l + $?¤`Γ0,`¥ + $?¤ΘΘ¥
|
l¡B ¢ (6.67) 
 
From (6.63)-(6.65), the time derivative of _; 
 
 
_" = −   	`lTl#$%l#$%AB#$% − S#$%`T#$%AB#$% − R#$%Θ!T#$%AB#$%
|
l¡B
= − T#$%T#$%AB#$% ≤ 0 
(6.68) 
 
From (6.68) followings are derived.  
	l#$% ∈ [\, U = 2,3, … , }, Θ#$% ∈ [\, #$% ∈ [\, ]#P%=#P% ∈ [B ∩ [\, 
	"l#$% ∈ [B ∩ [\, U = 2,3, … , }, Θ" #$% ∈ [B ∩ [\ and " #$% ∈ [B ∩ [\ 
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The multivariable MRAC with the state feedback controller, which is updated by 
adaptive laws (6.63)-(6.65), guarantees the closed loop signal boundedness and 
asymptotic output tracking for any initial condition [22]. As a conclusion; 
 
 limP→\H)#$% − )=#$%O = 0 (6.69) 
 
6.2.2 Application to the linear and nonlinear UAV models 
 
The transfer matrix of the system is defined as shown in (6.70). 
 
 .#-% = [.,#-% .B#-%] 
.,#-% = 1#-% #,g-g + ,h-h + ,B-B + ,,- + ,% 
.B#-% = 1#-% #Bg-g + Bh-h + BB-B + B,- + B% 
(6.70) 
 #-% is calculated as shown in (6.71). 
 
 #-% = det#-/ − % = -k + 21.95-g + 86.68-h + 517.84-B − 23.37- (6.71) 
 
The polynomials in the modified left interactor matrix S=#-% are chosen as follows 
according to (6.43). 
 
 
,g =  , = 0 ,h =  , = [136.588 1.198] ≠ 0 ⇒ G, = 2 Bg =  B = 0 Bh =  B = [−3.971 −22.372] ≠ 0 ⇒ GB = 2 
(6.72) 
 
The system transfer matrix .#-% has full rank H?9:1H.#-%O = 2O and the matrix [,h Bh ] is non-singular. So, design conditions are verified. S=#-% is chosen as in (6.73). The degrees of diagonal elements are G, and GB. 
 
 S=#-% = ;U9V{#- + 1%B, #- + 1%B} (6.73) 
 
From the definition of the high frequency gain matrix 2 which has full rank; 
 
 2 =  , B = z136.5875 1.1976−3.9708 −22.3718{ (6.74) 
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 detH2O = −3050.9 (6.75) 
 
 ?9:1H2O = 2 (6.76) 
 
The first and second leading principal minors of the 2 are given as; 
 
 Δ, = 2MM = 136.575 ≠ 0 (6.77) 
 
 -UV:#∆,% = 1 (6.78) 
 
 ΔB = detH2O = −3050.9 ≠ 0 (6.79) 
 
 -UV:#∆B% = −1 (6.80) 
 
The reference model is chosen as; 
 
 )=#$% = >=#-%?#$% (6.81) 
 
where; 
 
 >=#-% = S=0,#-% = ;U9V{1 #- + 1%B⁄ , 1 #- + 1%B⁄ } (6.82) 
 
Since the degree of the S=#-% is 2, the filter is chosen as; 
 
 ℎ#-% = 1#- + 8%B (6.83) 
 
According to the design conditions and the reference model, design parameters for 
linear and nonlinear simulations are chosen as follows. 
 
 ΓB = 10 
Γ = z200 00 −2000{ 
! = z50 00 −50{ 
(6.84) 
The reference signals are; 
 
 ?#$% = [5p 180⁄ sin#0.3$% 5p 180⁄ sin#0.3$%] (6.85) 
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Roll and yaw responses of the adaptive state feedback for output tracking based 
lateral autopilot equipped linear UAV are shown in Figure 6.6. 
 
 
Figure 6.6 : The roll and yaw responses of the linear UAV model with state 
feedback for output tracking based lateral autopilot. 
 
Roll and yaw responses of the adaptive state feedback for output tracking based 
lateral autopilot equipped nonlinear UAV are shown in Figure 6.7. 
 
 
Figure 6.7 : The roll and yaw responses of the nonlinear UAV model with state 
feedback for output tracking based lateral autopilot. 
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In Figure 6.8, roll and yaw errors of the linear and nonlinear UAV are shown. 
 
 
Figure 6.8 : The roll and yaw error of the linear and nonlinear UAV models. 
 
Aileron and rudder deflections of the linear and nonlinear UAV models are shown in 
Figure 6.9. 
 
 
Figure 6.9 : Aileron and rudder deflections of the linear and nonlinear UAV models.
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Adaptive lateral autopilot controller parameters of the linear UAV are shown in 
Figure 6.10. 
 
 
Figure 6.10 : Adaptive controller parameters of the linear lateral UAV model. 
 
Adaptive lateral autopilot controller parameters of the nonlinear UAV are shown in 
Figure 6.11. 
 
 
Figure 6.11 : Adaptive controller parameters of the nonlinear lateral UAV model. 
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7. PERFORMANCE OF THE AUTOPILOT EQUIPPED NONLINEAR UAV 
 
In this section, autopilot equipped nonlinear UAV is simulated in steady atmosphere 
and in turbulence field. At first, a short definition of the turbulence is given. After 
that, the fixed gain displacement autopilot equipped and state feedback for output 
tracking based adaptive autopilot equipped nonlinear UAV responses in steady 
atmosphere are given. Finally, these simulations are repeated in atmospheric 
turbulence for more realistic analysis of the autopilot performance. 
 
7.1 Atmospheric Turbulence 
 
Atmospheric states vary in continuous time domain. The winds and wind gusts are 
created by movement of atmospheric air masses and they can effect flight 
performance and flight qualities directly. Also, the atmospheric gusts impose extra 
loads on aircraft structure [3].  
There are several causes that effect the movement of the atmospheric air masses. 
Solar heating, the Earth’s rotation, various chemical, thermodynamic and 
electromagnetic processes can be listed as primary causes. The velocity field within 
the atmosphere varies randomly in both space and time. This random velocity field is 
called atmospheric turbulence [3].  
In this study, continuous Dryden wind turbulence model is added to nonlinear 
simulation. Linear and angular velocities of the wind are shown in Figure 7.1. 
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Figure 7.1: Wind velocities in turbulence. 
 
7.2 Autopilot Equipped Nonlinear UAV Responses in Steady Atmosphere 
The fixed gain displacement autopilot and the adaptive autopilot equipped nonlinear 
UAV model is simulated in steady atmosphere conditions. System response, system 
error and controller parameters are shown. 
The fixed gain roll autopilot equipped nonlinear UAV responses and roll error are 
shown in Figure 7.2. 
 
Figure 7.2 : Nonlinear UAV responses with the fixed gain roll displacement 
autopilot. 
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In Figure 7.3, fixed gain pitch autopilot equipped nonlinear UAV response and error 
are shown.  
 
Figure 7.3 : Nonlinear UAV responses with the fixed gain pitch displacement 
autopilot. 
 
The fixed gain yaw autopilot equipped nonlinear UAV responses and yaw error are 
shown in Figure 7.4. 
 
 
Figure 7.4 : Nonlinear UAV responses with the fixed gain yaw displacement 
autopilot. 
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The adaptive lateral autopilot equipped nonlinear UAV responses and errors are 
shown in Figure 7.5. 
 
 
Figure 7.5 : Nonlinear UAV responses with the MIMO adaptive lateral autopilot. 
 
In Figure 7.6, the adaptive lateral autopilot parameters are shown. 
 
 
Figure 7.6 : Lateral adaptive autopilot parameters of the nonlinear UAV in steady 
atmosphere.
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The adaptive longitudinal autopilot equipped nonlinear UAV response and error are 
shown in Figure 7.7. 
 
 
Figure 7.7 : Nonlinear UAV response with the SISO adaptive longitudinal autopilot. 
 
In Figure 7.8, the adaptive longitudinal autopilot parameters are shown. 
 
 
Figure 7.8 : Longitudinal adaptive autopilot parameters of the nonlinear UAV in 
steady atmosphere. 
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7.3 Autopilot Equipped Nonlinear UAV Responses in Turbulence 
The fixed gain displacement autopilot and the adaptive autopilot equipped nonlinear 
UAV model is simulated in turbulent field. System response, system error and 
controller parameters are shown below. 
The fixed gain roll autopilot equipped nonlinear UAV model responses and error 
variations in turbulent field are shown in Figure 7.9. 
 
 
Figure 7.9 : Nonlinear UAV responses with the fixed gain roll displacement 
autopilot in turbulence. 
 
The fixed gain pitch autopilot equipped nonlinear UAV model simulated in turbulent 
field. UAV response and error are shown in Figure 7.10. 
 
 
Figure 7.10 : Nonlinear UAV responses with the fixed gain pitch displacement 
autopilot in turbulence.
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The fixed gain yaw autopilot equipped nonlinear UAV response and yaw error 
variations in turbulent field are shown in Figure 7.11. 
 
 
Figure 7.11 : Nonlinear UAV responses with the fixed gain yaw displacement 
autopilot in turbulence. 
 
The adaptive lateral autopilot equipped nonlinear UAV response and error variations 
in turbulent field are shown in Figure 7.12. 
 
 
Figure 7.12 : Nonlinear UAV responses with the MIMO adaptive lateral autopilot in 
turbulence.
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In Figure 7.13, variations of the adaptive lateral autopilot parameters in turbulent 
field are shown. 
 
 
Figure 7.13 : Lateral adaptive autopilot parameters of the nonlinear UAV in 
turbulence. 
 
The adaptive longitudinal autopilot equipped nonlinear UAV simulated in turbulent 
field. UAV Response and error are shown in Figure 7.14. 
 
 
Figure 7.14 : Nonlinear UAV response with the SISO adaptive longitudinal 
autopilot in turbulence.
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In Figure 7.15, variations of the adaptive longitudinal autopilot parameters in 
turbulent field are shown. 
 
 
Figure 7.15 : Longitudinal adaptive autopilot parameters of the nonlinear UAV in 
turbulence. 
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8. CONCLUSION 
 
In this study, general procedure of modeling an UAV and designing autopilot is 
presented. The stability and control coefficients are obtained using Tornado software 
as a first step of the procedure. It is important to calculate these coefficients 
accurately. The stability and control coefficients define characteristics of the statical 
and dynamical behaviours of the aircraft. This is important for designing a high 
performance autopilot. Other physical specifications that identify aircraft behaviour 
are moments of inertias. The moments of inertia can be defined as a resistance to 
rotation on an axis. Moments of inertia values are obtained from 3D solid model of 
the aircraft in Solidworks. After calculating the coefficients and moments of inertias, 
nonlinear EOMs are obtained based on Newton’s second law and kinematic 
relationships. Totally, twelve nonlinear equations are obtained to represent aircraft 
dynamics. These nonlinear equations and auxiliary mathematical expressions like 
drag and lift force are constructed in Simulink. After completing the model structure, 
nonlinear equations are solved with using 4th order Runge Kutta method with 0.01 
second sample time. The next step is linearization of these nonlinear equations in a 
defined condition. Linearization process is applied on the trim point which is 
calculated using Gauss-Siedel iteration method. For longitudinal trim point, it is 
important to compare the aircraft mass – lift force and drag force – thrust force. The 
mass of the aircraft has to be equal to the lift force and the drag force has to be equal 
to the thrust force to achieve a trim point. After evaluating these conditions, 
linearization is performed at this point. Small disturbance theory is a very effective 
way to linearize the nonlinear equations. 
 A doublet control signal is applied to linear and nonlinear mathematical models and 
results are compared. There is difference between nonlinear and linear pitch angle 
responses. This is based on short period approximation of the longitudinal motion. 
Nonlinear mathematical model represents the longitudinal motion of the complete 
aircraft. So, short period and long period motions are included. But short period 
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approximation represents only a time period of about 1-3 seconds. Because of this 
difference, the first two seconds of the pitch responses have to be evaluated and 
according to the Figure 2.17, these responses are very similar.  
After the linearization, displacement autopilots are designed for roll, pitch and yaw 
motion. These autopilots are based on the proportional control and they are suitable 
for only one flight condition. The performances of the autopilots deteriorate if the 
flight conditions change. For example, a pitch displacement autopilot which is 
designed for 1000 m altitude and 0.1 Mach flight velocity, cannot be run effectively 
for a different flight condition. So, they are not suitable for a long cruise if there is a 
wide variation range about flight conditions. As shown from the control signal 
graphs in Chapter 3, high damped systems are usable for practical applications 
because of the control surface motion limits. In this study displacement autopilots are 
used as a reference model for state feedback autopilots and model reference adaptive 
control systems. 
The major advantage of the displacement autopilots is their simplicity and ease of 
use. But this advantage disappears as the complexity of the system increases and 
flight conditions change. With the development of the computers, a new approach 
called modern control theory has evolved. State feedback design is one of the 
modern control methods.  In this study, desired poles are determined from classical 
control methods. Bass-Gura method is used to calculate the feedback gains. The 
results show that state feedback method is very effective and autopilots are designed 
with a more systematic approach. There is no trial-and-error process as in Root 
Locus technique. If there is one or more unavailable states, observers can be used to 
estimate them. But there is a disadvantage for state feedback autopilots. This system 
has fixed gains on the feedback path. Because of this, it shows similar characteristics 
as displacement autopilot. If the flight conditions change, the performance of the 
state feedback autopilot deteriorates.  
Because of the wide operating ranges of the aircrafts, adaptive controllers can be a 
better choice for adaptation to flight conditions. So, model reference adaptive 
controller is designed based on the Lyapunov theory. The poles of the displacement 
autopilot are used for the reference model. The controller parameters are calculated 
recursively to reduce the error between model and system outputs. In this manner, 
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the controller adapts itself for different flight conditions and forces the aircraft to 
behave like the reference model. 
The state tracking for output feedback based model reference adaptive control is 
discussed as a second part of the model reference adaptive control method. Because 
of the less restrictive plant-model matching conditions and simpler structure, this 
type of controller is more effective than state feedback for state tracking based model 
reference adaptive controller. The state feedback for output tracking based adaptive 
controller is designed for longitudinal and lateral dynamics in Chapter 6. After that, 
these controllers are applied to the linear and nonlinear UAV models successfully. 
Tracking error goes to zero unlike the classical displacement autopilot equipped 
UAV response. The displacement autopilots and the model reference adaptive 
autopilots are simulated on linear and nonlinear UAV models in Chapter 7. Also, 
responses of both autopilots in turbulence field are given. The high performance 
characteristics and the output tracking of the model reference adaptive controller are 
shown from the simulation results in Chapter 7. 
For future work, a detailed parameter estimation can be performed to calculate the 
stability and control parameters accurately. After that, more realistic mathematical 
models are obtained and more effective controllers can be designed. Filters can be 
designed for sensor noise and disturbances. If there are unavailable states, observers 
can be designed or output feedback MRAC can be applied instead of state feedback 
MRAC. Different sophisticated controllers, like robust controller, can be designed to 
achieve a desired dynamical response in different flight conditions. Also, an 
adjustment algorithm for the controller parameters can be designed to achieve 
optimum dynamical longitudinal and lateral behaviours. 
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